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‘You will never know how far you can fly

Un�l you spread your wings’

THE ONE THING THAT YOU NEED-FAITH!
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 looked at my Editorial Team and wondered 

Iwhat untrodden paths lay before them, 

what untried flights and unmeasured 

heights. These young brilliant minds; the 

proponents of future! What was the most 

important ingredient that would bring about 

this unique and challenging metamorphosis? 

Strength? Knowledge? Talent? Perseverance? 

Or was it just one simple word ‘FAITH’ – You 

accomplish when you believe you can. 

Amazing, isn’t it?

If you have the faith, you can do it, no power 

can deviate you from your heart’s desire and I 

had complete faith in my team – they have 

done it in the past and they have the calibre to 

do it in future, crossing all impediments. 

This is what life is about at TJIS. We have 

‘FAITH’ in our teaching and in our students. To 

experience the unknown, accept new 

challenges, learn new lessons, trod the 

untrodden, take the road not taken.

It gives me great pleasure to hand over to my 

readers  once again  the g l impses of 

‘ENDEAVOUR’ of my team with full faith that 

you will relish it and savour each word of it. 

Dear readers, in today’s world of high-tech 

moderniza�on and the insane chase to a�ain 

power, we are sadly losing a track of our 

priori�es. Many a �me our judgement is 

clouded by our over-expecta�ons. We 

grown-ups fail to realize and accept the short-

comings of our off-springs. In our bid to a�ain 

supremacy, we thro�le the crea�vity of our 

loved ones. Let us have faith that our 

youngsters will succeed. Let them ruffle their 

feathers, take a deep breath, spread their 

wings and it is our faith under those wings like 

wind that wi l l  help them soar high.  

"LEADERSHIP" is the capacity to translate 

vision into reality. 

Isn't it rightly said, “A flower makes no 

garland”. Thus, this magazine is not the 

outcome of effort put in by an individual, but 

is the immense effort put forward by first and 

foremost the Editorial Board, all teachers and 

dear students.

We hear�ly wish all the readers our best 

wishes and hope this souvenir will enjoy your 

cri�cal acclaim and prove itself to play a vital 

role in all round development of the children.

If you have that much propensity and 

predilec�on towards reading a great 

magazine then we, assure you that " 

ENDEAVOUR " is the quintessence of a 

magazine. Its every page will have an indelible 

impression on the minds of the readers and 

make them realise what 'TJIS' has given to us 

for past years. It is not the orotundity that 

makes our school so popular but the toddle 

approach of the teachers towards children 

that helps them in the longer run. 

‘Endeavour’ is not just a magazine but a step in 

amalgama�ng the rich profound thoughts of 

our students.

Aim High! Soar High! The Sky is Yours! God 

Bless!
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‘If you can’t explain it simply, you don’t understand it well enough’

Albert Einstein

ne of the best sources of inspira�on around us these days is the 

Onumber of stories we hear about successful people in their respec�ve 

fields. One common factor that unites all of them is single-minded 

dedica�on towards their work ethics and an almost uncompromising 

disciplined rou�ne.

At TJIS we strive to prac�ce a regime which is dedicated towards a structure 

which makes our teachers and students focus on an academic rou�ne which is 

unwavering complimented by stupendous extracurricular and Spor�ng 

Ac�vi�es.

I am pleased to note that ‘Endeavour 2019-20’ is a reflec�on of the 

environment we are providing as a group to our teachers & students. It also 

reflects the hard work put up by the students & staff of TJIS in the last 

Academic Session.

Congratula�on to the Editorial Team for bringing out a yearly reference of our 

efforts in such a brilliant manner.

Regards.

Kapil Agarwal

Managing Trustee

Message from the Managing Trustee
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Message from the Principal
Dear Readers,

“Sow the seeds of goodness in every heart,

Let inspira�on and wisdom

Enlighten each new path;

Fill each child with 

Spiritual values of a kind

That enables understanding

Of the problems of mankind!”

Season’s Gree�ngs and Warm Wishes for a blessed and 

cheerful 2020! The year 2019, marked the successful 

conclusion of yet another term, engaged in scholarly as well 

as, physically strenuous pursuits, with a great deal of hard 

work and reflec�on towards providing quality educa�on.

We take this opportunity to thank the Almighty Lord for his 

abundant blessings and guidance, aspiring to march into yet 

another virtuous and potent decade with steps triumphant, 

mind made up and heart sincere.

Learning, in a child, begins from birth and con�nues 

throughout his life. In the family, he gets to know, by 

observa�on and imita�on, ideas of behaviour pa�erns of 

elders and siblings; of division of work among them and the 

kind of seriousness and responsibility with which they 

cooperate and work.

It has been rightly said that, ‘The greatest gi�s we can give 

our students are roots of responsibility and wings of 

independence.’

Educa�on is a human right and an essen�al tool for 

achieving goals of equality, development and peace. 

Excep�onal learning focuses not only on ‘learning to know’ 

and ‘learning to do’ but also on ‘learning to be’. When a 

school receives a child as a pupil, he is more or less, an 

innocent and sweet being, a veritable ques�on-box who 

seeks to know more and more informa�on, ideas and 

clarifica�ons to sa�sfy his queries which come out of his 

confused and undigested impressions of the mind. This is 

where our teachers at TJIS, step in to handle the 

new student in a subtle and psychological way.

Educa�on at TJIS caters to all components of 

flowering of a bud- shaped beginner to a fully-

bloomed individual. The myriad ac�vi�es, 

conducted throughout the academic session, 

giving a defini�ve direc�on and a posi�ve thrust 

on op�mum development of potencies lying 

dormant in each child, spare no efforts on our 

part in providing the necessary background for the overall 

development of mind and body.

We, at TJIS recognize that, ‘Fame is a vapour, popularity an 

accident and riches are wings. One thing, exclusively, 

endures i.e. character, nurtured on the roots of values and 

tradi�ons. Henceforth, it requires team effort to achieve 

success and soar not on dull wings of academic adequacy 

but on gli�ering wings of academic excellence.

‘If you want to build a ship,

 Don’t herd people to gather wood, 

 Divide the work and give orders. 

 Instead teach them to yearn for the vast and endless sea’.

These words aptly outline the vision which TJIS envisages 

and constantly strives  to a�ain in which each one has an 

important role to play -  a visionary management, 

excep�onal teachers, seeking students, able administrators 

and last but not the least, a �relessly hardworking support 

staff team working round the clock.

Let us strengthen our roots and spread our wings. Let us 

together determine not to se�le for just the bare minimum 

but promise to strive to reach the skies with utmost zeal and 

cap�va�on. Let us make each year a be�er one in the lives 

of each of us, through work, through service above all, by 

being a posi�ve influence in each other’s lives.

M. K. Panda

Principal
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"We want that educa�on by which character is formed, strength of mind is increased, 

the intellect is expanded and by which one can stand on one's own feet."

- Swami Vivekanand

The Jain Interna�onal School fraternity is commi�ed to provide a crea�ve 

environment where we give ample opportuni�es to children for hands on 

experiences under an able guidance and supervision. We strive to strike a harmony 

in the curriculum through music, art, dance, drama, ac�vi�es, field trips, outdoor 

play along with academics. We pursue to keep children abreast with technological 

learning through our Smart Class modules. New ini�a�ves to foster teachers' 

professional learning is undertaken through different approaches to teaching, 

learning and assessment that focuses on the holis�c development of the 

personality of our students. 

We groom young minds to pursue their passion and not just follow the 

conven�onal ways, thus preparing them to face the aspira�ons of the ever 

changing and demanding �mes. The vision and valued outcomes set by the school 

for our students help them to enhance confidence in their iden�ty and hone their 

skills to contribute to the world around them and beyond.

We at TJIS work as a community that is reflected in the word PRIDE- Par�cipa�on, 

Respect, Integrity, Discipline and Empathy. 

Warm Regards

Deepa Singh

Message from the Senior Headmistress
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Message from the Little Champs Headmistress

“Don’t limit a child to your own learning for he was born in another �me”

- Rabindranath Tagore

very aspect of our human society has undergone a dras�c change in the past few decades. 

EThis overall change has transformed our world into a highly globalised and compe��ve 

place. Survival in such a world needs a reformed educa�on system. The old educa�on 

system produced skilled men with selfish a�tudewhose main purpose of life was personal 

growth only. The tradi�onal educa�on system touched the heads and hands leaving the hearts 

untouched.

The Jain Interna�onal School aims at nurturing the talents of the young genera�on, our future in 

every sphere. Educa�on to us means embracing ourselves- to keep the tradi�ons alive while 

colouring them with our own perspec�ve, our own white and black.

Today, the chao�c condi�on of the world speaks of our necessity to retain peace and harmony 

which calls for holis�c development of students. We, take this challenge of raising the 

forthcoming genera�on entrusted to us on a system that facilitates healthy, posi�ve and 

wholesome development of 3 H’s – Head + Hands + Heart and making them worthy and 

responsible individuals, thus carving gems.

It is very rightly said, “To be in your children’s tomorrow, you have to be their lives today”

We request our worthy readers of Endeavour to acknowledge the efforts of our young talents and 

be the posi�ve change in them.

I extend my felicita�ons to the team spirit shown in yet another publica�on of ‘ENDEAVOUR’

All the Best

Rekha Singh
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Good Bye may seem forever, 

Farewell is like the end,

But in our hearts is the memory 

And there TJIS, you will always be’

s our school life draws to an end, we stand here 

Afeeling nostalgic, remembering each and every 

beau�ful moment shared with TJIS Family. The long 

years spent here gave us the most amazing and enriching 

experience of our lives. Our school gradually groomed us to 

confident individual adults with leadership quali�es. 

We cannot express our gra�tude for our school. It has given 

us much more than we can ever return. Over the years our 

Respected Principal Mr M.K. Panda and beloved teachers 

have made us ready to face the challenges of the outer 

world.

We cannot forget that day when we were bestowed with 

the badges of ‘School Head Boy and Head Girl’. A wave of 

excitement ran in us which was soon overpowered with the 

sense of responsibility. We together pledged to take our 

school to the zenith of success. We hope that we lived upto 

the expecta�ons of our teachers and principal. We thank all 

our dear teachers who have always been our mentors and 

guide at every step of our life. Being the senior most class, 

the respect we got from our juniors was always heart-

warming. 

Our farewell to TJIS and good wishes to all our juniors. From 

the next session, we may not be a part of TJIS but TJIS will 

always be a part of us! 

We will miss everyone dearly. 

To sum up our stay at TJIS:

“Today is a new day and it brings with it a new set of 

opportuni�es for us to act on,

We are a�en�ve to the opportuni�es and seize them as 

they arise,

We have full confidence in ourselves and our abili�es,

We can do all things that we commit ourselves to,

No obstacle is too big or too difficult for us to handle 

because what lies inside us is greater than what lies ahead of 

us,

We are commi�ed to improving and are ge�ng be�er daily,

We are not held back by regret or mistakes from the past.

But we are resolved to  moving forward daily………..

Absolutely nothing is impossible for us.” 

by - Tannishtha Roy (TJIS Head Girl)

& Vedansh Jaiswal (TJIS Head Boy)
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HE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, KANPUR once 

Tagain proved its me�le in the field of Educa�on. The 

school has been ranked One of the Best in UP and 

First in Kanpur City  in Co-ed Day-cum-Boarding Schools by 

Educa�on World – India School Rankings 2019-20. It was a 

pres�gious moment full of delight and honour for the en�re 

SGI family.

The rankings are based on innumerable Scholas�c and Non-

scholas�c parameters including Teacher Welfare and 

Development, Competence of Faculty, Academic 

Reputa�on, Co- curricular Educa�on, Sports Educa�on, Life 

Skill Educa�on and Conflict Management, Individual 

A�en�on to Students, Leadership Management Quali�es 

Parental  Involvement,  Infrastructure Provis ion, 

Interna�onalism, Special Needs Educa�on, Value for 

Money and Community Service.

The Jain Interna�onal School, Azad Nagar, Kanpur, under 

the aegis of Shrinathji Group of Ins�tu�ons was the first 

school in the city to launch the concept of Day Boarding 

School in 2004 – an oasis for the working parents and hassle 

free educa�on for children so that they can spend quality 

�me with their parents. At present the school is proficiently 

running Day School, Day Boarding School and Hostel under 

one roof.

It has always been the ardent and unrivalled desire of the 

management to see the young learners as the torch bearers 

in the field of educa�on. Keeping this objec�ve in mind all 

our efforts are channelized towards the a�ainment of 

perfec�on and the very essence of true learning. Not only 

do we target at unfurling the flag of learning but also 

bringing a unique class of strong and independent global 

youth. 

The school aims at ‘Quality Learning in a Disciplined 

Environment’, inculca�ng tradi�onal values and virtues of 

the Indian culture in every child. TJIS focuses on the holis�c 

development of its students. We not only focus on 

academics but also on providing opportunity to each child 

to explore his or her own capabili�es and areas of interest.

TJIS Management extends its hear�elt gra�tude and 

felicita�ons to the esteemed parents for their kind 

collabora�on and assistance at every step.

A PROUD MOMENT to commemorate for TJIS Family!!!!

The Jain Interna�onal School, Kanpur

awarded 

FIRST IN KANPUR

& ONE OF THE BEST 

IN UTTAR PRADESH 

In Co-ed Day–cum–Boarding Schools

BY EDUCATION WORLD RANKINGS 2019-20

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL!!!
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“Good, better, best, never let it rest,

Till your good is better and your better is best”

BRIGHT SPARKS FROM GRADES I TO XI

TOPPERS OF CBSE - AISSE - GRADE X - 2018-19

Celebrate Success with TJIS!!!

Aashvi Gupta

Grade V

Kopal Agarwal

Grade VI

Parth Shivhare

Grade VI

Akshat Agarwal

Grade VII

Tejaswini Pandey

Grade IV

Aadi Katiyar

Grade III

Yash

Nursery 

Jay Singh

LKG

Aaradya Agarwal

UKG  

Harsh Singh

Grade I

Aarav Saxena

Grade II

Aarohi Awasthi

PG

Raghav Verma

Grade IX

Shaurya Gupta

Grade VIII

Tannishtha Roy

Grade XI - S

Pratham Yadav

Grade XI - C

Medha Mishra Tanishka Verma 

Prakhar Gupta Varun Gupta 

Sudhanshu Agarwal 

Deepanshika Singh

    School Toppers Hostel Toppers

Anjali Bhojwani 
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HIGH ACHIEVERS OF AISSCE GRADE XII AISSCE CBSE – 2018-19
GRADE XII – SCIENCE STREAM (XII S)

COMMERCE STREAM(XII C)

Navya Gupta Yash Agarwal Kartikeya Jaiswal

Yash Agarwal Parth Sarthi Gupta Shivam Chanchodia

    School Toppers

Hostel Toppers

Hostel Toppers     School Toppers

Divyanshu Raj Aviral Gaur SanskritiPurwar Ujjwal Dodeja

Aparimit Singh Gurjar Tanya Gupta Sejal Nigam

Divyanshu Raj Ujjwal Dodeja

Aparimit Singh Gurjar Tanya Gupta



GRADE X - SUBJECT TOPPERS

English

Hindi 

Mathematics

Social Science

Science

Fit

Painting

Medha Mishra 

Medha Mishra, Tanishka Verma, Sudhanshu Agarwal 

& Kush Malik 

Anjali Bhohwani 

Anjali Bhojwani

Medha Mishra

Kush Malik &Shaurya Sharad Shukla

Tanishka Verma

97 %

97 %

96%

99%

97 %

97%

96%

SUBJECT NAMES OF STUDENTS PERCENTAGE
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Subject Toppers

GRADE XII - SUBJECT TOPPERS

English

Physics

Chemistry

Biology

Mathematics

Business Studies

Economics

Accountancy

Fashion Designing

Physical Education

Computer Science

Sankriti Purwar, Anukul Gangwar, Devesh Mittal 

& Lokesh Kumar

Aparimit Singh Gurjar

Divyanshu Raj, Anukul Gangwar

Divyanshu Raj

Divyanshu Raj, Aparimit Singh Gurjar,Ujjwal Dodeja 

& Aviral Gaur

Shivam Chanchodia

Yash Agarwal

Navya Gupta, Yash Agarwal & Shivam Chanchodia

Akshita Mishra

Parth Sarthi Gupta

Navya Gupta

95%

97%

95%

95%

95%

96%

100 %

95%

96%

98%

99%

SUBJECT NAMES OF STUDENTS PERCENTAGE
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The Investiture Ceremony (2019-20)

A Leader Is One Who Knows the Way, Goes the Way 

And Shows the Way 

The Investiture Ceremony (2019-20)
“Nurturing the budding leaders”

at TJIS, Kanpur on Friday, 26th April, 2019

Tannishtha Roy (TJIS Head Girl) & Vedansh Jaiswal(TJIS Head Boy)

Sanvi Yadav & Aarav Raj Mishra (Little Champs Captains)

he air was filled with excitement and enthusiasm when honourable Principal Mr M. K. Panda, Senior School and Little 

TChamps Headmistress Mrs. Deepa Singh and Mrs. Rekha Singh respectively walked in to honour the newly elected 

Office Bearers.

The newly appointed Little Champs and Senior School Council Members were adorned with sashes and badges and their 

respective flags. The oath of office was administered by Respected Principal Sir to the Council Members. They promised to 

discharge their duties earnestly and fulfil everyone’s expectations. Thereafter the entire school pledged to the Head Boy and 

Head Girl to take the school to the zenith of success.

LITTLE CHAMPS PARLIAMENT

“Try not to become a man of success. Rather become a man of value."
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CATEGORY

Little Champs Captain (Boy)

Little Champs Captain (Girl)

Little Champs Sports Captain (Boy)        

Little Champs Sports Captain (Girl)        

Blue Panthers- House Captain

Green Leopards – House Captain

Red Jaguars – House Captain

Yellow Tigers – House Captain

NAMES OF STUDENTS

Arav Raj Mishra

Sanvi Yadav

Atharva Yadav

Aishwarya Sachan

Aadi Katiyar

Aishwary Tiwari

Shaurya Omar

Kanak Tiwari
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“Stop chasing the money and start chasing the passion."
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SENIOR SCHOOL PARLIAMENT

CATEGORY

TJIS School Head - Boy 

TJIS School Head - Girl

TJIS Sports Captain - Boy

TJIS Sports Captain - Girl

TJIS Cultural Head

TJIS Editorial Head (English)

TJIS Editorial Head (Hindi)

Blue Panthers - House Captain

Blue Panthers - Sports Captain

Green Leopards – House Captain

Green Leopards – Sports Captain

Red Jaguars – House Captain

Red Jaguars – Sports Captain

Yellow Tigers – House Captain

Yellow Tigers – Sports Captain

NAMES OF STUDENTS

Vedansh Jaiswal

Tannishtha Roy

Suryansh Singh

Kashish Verma

Abhivyakti Johari

Ashmit Dwivedi

Vinit Ladha

Madhav Gupta

Prakarsh Jaiswal

Unnati Gupta

Harsh Mohan

Abhay Pratap Singh

Madhav Tiwari

Paras Khetan

Aradhya Johri

The aim of instituting the Student Council at The Jain International School is to enable our students to understand their rights, 

duties and responsibilities and to empower and train them to become leaders. It is the occasion where we as a school respect 

and acknowledge the upcoming leaders and repose our trust in them.
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“Success is walking from failure to failure with no loss of enthusiasm."
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HOUSE MEMBERS

BLUE PANTHERS 'INFINITE TRUST'
 'We must accept finite disappointment, but never lose infinite hope'

House Mistress  Mrs. Archana Sharma

Executive  Mrs. Swati Mehrotra

Members  Mr Mayank Dwivedi

   Mr Amit Vishwakarma

   Ms Divya Saxena

   Ms Harsha Chellani

   Mr Mohit Tewari

   Ms Rachita Agarwal

House Captain (Little Champs) Aadi Katiyar

House Captain (Senior School) Madhav Gupta

Sports Captain (Senior School) Prakarsh Jaiswal

The session witnessed the Panthers work with 

interminable convic�on.

The CULTURAL Events commenced with the IH Kite 

Flying. In Groups A and C Arav Raj Mishra and Sameer 

Hussain won the Second Positons respec�vely whereas 

Vaibhav Singh of Group B won the 3rd Place.  IH 

Extempore was disappoin�ng for Panthers.

Group C, IH Debate was rewarding as Shaurya Sharad 

Shukla stood first and Abhivyak� Johari stood Third. In 

IH Quiz we failed to score. In  IH Solo Dance Arav Raj 

Mishra, Anshuman Tewari and Anurag Singh bagged 

Third Place in their respec�ve Groups A, B and C. Our 

Choir Group won the Third Place.

Hopeful panthers made a fabulous entry in Sports. IH 

Carrom Compe��on in Group A - Boys Arav Raj Mishra & 

Aadi Ka�yar were Firstand in Group B Yash Mohan & 

Vikalp Mishra and in Group C Suryansh Singh & Aditya 

Awasthi scored the Second Runner-up coin. 

In Group A, Ananya Mishra & Sanvi Yadav and in Group C 

Abhivyak� Johari and Kri�ka Gupta stood Third.

In IH Pool Table, Vikalp Mishra of Group A bagged the 

First Place and Aditya Awasthi of Group C was placed 

Second Runnerup. In IH Chess Boys in both Groups B 

and C were placed. In Group B – Girls, Yuk� Jaiswar led 

the First Runner-upPosi�on. 

In IH Table Tennis Panther Vikalp Mishra was at the top in 

Group A whereas Panther Prakhar Yadav of Group C 

stood Third. In IH Badminton in Group A for both Boys 

and Girls Aadi Ka�yar and Sanvi Yadav cracked the 

Second Place. In Group B Ambar Agarwal stood First 

whereas Ayushi Gautam was placed third. In Group C 

Aditya Awasthi led the race. 

In IH Swimming in Groups A & B the Boys gave a lead to 

all whereas in Group C they had to be sa�sfied with the 

Third Place. In Groups A and B the Girls ranked Third. In 

IH Lawn Tennis in Group C Arihant Singh Gurjar gave a 

lead to other houses whereas in Group B Vikalp Mishra 

was the Runner up. 

IH Throwball was not rewarding but Panthers acquired 

Second Positon in Boys Volleyball. This was followed by 

IH Football wherein Group A Panthers gave a lead and in 

Group B we stood Second and Fourth Place in Group C. 

In Group B and C we won First and Second place 

respec�vely in IH Boys Basketball. 

In IH Cricket Compe��on the Panthers bagged the First 

place in Group B but in Groups A and C they had to be 

sa�sfied with the Third Place.

Blue Panthers tried their best but couldn't make it this 

session. We had to be content with Fourth Posi�on. 

Don't be disheartened; Be�er Luck next �me!

BY - MADHAV GUPTA (HOUSE CAPTAIN) & 

PRAKARSH JAISWAL (SPORTS CAPTAIN)
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The Spirit of 'Never Give Up' of the Green Leopards is the 

secret of their success. Leopard Amaan Hussain of Group C 

opened the account of the session with 3rd place in IH Kite 

Compe��on and Saumya Singh of Group B in IH 

Extempore. In IH Debate Leopard Kavya Rajput of Group B 

bagged the Third place.

But IH Quiz was quite rewarding. In Group B, Parth Shivhare 

&Saumya Singh stood First, In Group A Tejaswini Pandey & 

Atharva Yadav were placed Second and in Group C, Vishnu 

Jaiswal& Satyam Kushwaha were Third. In IH Solo Dance 

Leopard Atharva Yadav bagged the Third place but Saumya 

Singh of Group B stood First. In IH Choir our Leopards won 

the First place.

Coming to the SPORTS EVENTS – the session commenced 

with the IH Carrom Compe��on in which in Group A, 

Atharv Yadav &Aishwary Tiwari bagged Second Place and 

amongst the Girls Kavya Rajput &Manya Mishra of Group B 

stood Third. In IH Pool Table and Aryan Seho�a scored the 

Second Place in Group C. In  IH Chess ParthShivhare of 

Group B exhilarated the house by gaining the lead. The 

Girls, both Groups B and C gave welcoming rewards. Kavya 

Rajput and GunjanSaxena stood Winner and First Runner-

up respec�vely in their Groups

IH Table Tennis was promising for Group B as Parth Shivhare 

was placed as the First Runner-up. Coming to IH 

Badminton, extremely rewarding for Group A as both 

Atharva Yadav and Tejaswini Pandey broke the previous 

records and gave a lead to the Leopards but the other 

groups couldn’t strike the cock judiciously. Group C, 

Priyanka Yadav was placed Second Runner-up.

A�er summer vaca�on, in IH Swimming in Group B the Girls 

gave a thrilling start by securing First Place but Group A and 

C they had to be sa�sfied with the Third Place. On the other 

hand, in Group A and C the Girls’ team had to be content 

with Third place.

In IH Lawn Tennis Group B couldn’t make a start but Shubh 

Tewari in Group C stood Second. In IH Throw Ball our Girls 

gave a lead to all whereas in IH Volleyball the boys had to be 

contented with the Third place. IH Football was quite 

rewarding. Our Leopards proved their me�le and were First 

Runner Up in all the three groups - Well Done Leopards!!!!! 

In IH Open Basketball for Girls we won the Third place and 

in Group B Boys team also won the Third place. In IH Cricket 

Compe��on the leopards gave an excellent start and won 

the First and Second Posi�on in Groups A and B 

respec�vely. But Group B was disheartening.

Green Leopards performed their Best and were ranked 

Second. Congratula�ons to the en�re team!!!!!!

BY–UNNATI  GUPTA (HOUSE CAPTAIN)

& HARSH MOHAN (SPORTS CAPTAIN)

HOUSE MEMBERS

House Mistress  Mrs Seema Gaur

Executive  Ms Prachi Lalwani

Members  Ms Anjali Singh Parihar

   Ms Nargis Kapoor

   Mr Ashish Arora

   Mr Janak Pal Singh Rathore

   Mrs Puja Kalra

   Mrs. Akanksha Sinha

House Captain (Little Champs) Aishwary Tewari

House Captain (Senior School) Unnati Gupta

Sports Captain (Senior School) Harsh Mohan

GREEN LEOPARDS 'NEVER GIVE UP'
'Good things come to those who believe, Better things come to those who are patient 

and the Best things come to those who NEVER GIVE UP.'
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The Red Jaguars fearlessly fought their opponents 

throughout the session. The CULTURAL EVENTS began 

with the IH Kite Flying Compe��on wherein Ali Mushir 

secured 1st place in Group A and Siddhartha Kanojia of 

Group B bagged the 2nd Place. In IH Extempore in Group C 

Tannishtha Roy and Ayushi Yadav grabbed both the First 

and Second Places respec�vely. In IH Debate in Group B 

Kopal Agarwal and in Group C Mansi Manwaniand Var�ka 

Gaur won the Second Place. IH Quiz Aarav Saxena&Shaurya 

Omar of Group A bagged the First Place. In Group B Kopal 

Agarwal &Sameeksha Patel and in Group C, Adarsh Patel 

&Var�ka Gaur were Second. 

Tannishtha Roy stood First in Group C and Aiswarya 

Sacchan bagged the Second place in Group A, whereas in 

Group B Muskan Jotwani shared the Third Place with 

Panthers in IH Solo Dance. IH Choir where our Choristers 

bagged the Second Place.

In Group B Ayush Yadav &Akshat Agarwal and Yash Raj 

Devolia & Vaibhav Gupta of Group C captured the Winner 

Trophy in IH Carrom Compe��on. Shaurya Omar & 

Suryansh Tripathi of Group A won the Second Runner-up 

Place. Group B Girls Sameeksha Patel & Muskan Jotwani 

won the First Place whereas Group A- Aishwarya Sachan & 

Raj Nandini Awasthi and for Group C Mansi Manwani & 

Divyanshi Prajapa� stood Second. 

In IH Pool Table, Ayush Yadav of Group B stood Third. In IH 

Chess Jaguars in both Groups B and C, the Boys Akshat 

Agarwal and Aditya Awasthi stood Second whereas the 

Girls Sameeksha Patel and Mansi Manwani were Second 

Runner-up. In  IH Table Tennis Zeus Paul of Group C could 

acquire the Second Place. In IH Badminton the Boys 

acquired Third place in all the three Groups A, B & C. In 

Group B Shreya Rajbhar got the Second Place and Mansi 

Manwani in Group C stood First.

The Fighter Jaguars gave a tough challenge to all the houses 

in IH Swimming. In Group A, the Girls and Group C the Boys 

were Champions. In Group B both boys and Girls were the 

Runner up and in Group C also Girls were the Runner up. 

Good Going! In IH Lawn tennis Jaguar Ayush Yadav won the 

First Place in Group B whereas Group C was disappoin�ng. 

In IH Volleyball our Boys gave a lead but in IH Throwball the 

Girls had to be sa�ated with the Third place. Our Jaguars 

gave a lead in IH Football in Groups B and C but had to be 

content with Third Place in Group A. IH Basketball for Boys 

was quite promising - Group C and B stood First and Second 

respec�vely. In Girls Open basketball also we bagged the 

First Runner up. In the IH Cricket the jaguars excelled in 

Group C but were Second Runners Up in Group B. Group A 

was not rewarding.The year gi�ed us with some very bright 

talents. The members proved their me�le in many fields. 

Overall we excelled the ac�vity arena and stood First. Well 

Done Jaguars!!!!!!!!!!!!

BY–ABHAY PRATAP SINGH (HOUSE CAPTAIN)

& MADHAV TEWARI (SPORTS CAPTAIN)

HOUSE MEMBERS

House Master  Mr Umesh Rathore

Executive  Ms Sujata Saini

Members  Ms Shivani Bahl

   Mrs Maninder Kaur

   Mrs Rita Yadav

   MrGyan Gupta

   Ms Richa Sharma

   Mrs Shalini Mishra

House Captain (Little Champs) Shaurya Omar

House Captain (Senior School) Abhay Pratap Singh

Sports Captain (Senior School ) Madhav Tewari

RED JAGUARS ‘FEARLESS FIGHTERS’
“You never change things by fighting the existing reality.

To change something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete”
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The Yellow Tigers, believe in Deliverance with complete 3 

D's -- Dedica�on, Devo�on and Diligence. 

Adhyan Udhani of Group A and Divyanshu Dubey of Group 

C made an excellent start by securing the Top Posions 

whereas Aradhya Jain of Group C was the Second Runner-

up. . Followed by IH Extempore wherein Kra�ka Singh & 

Yuk� Jaiswar of Group B bagged the First place and Kra�ka 

Verma won the Second Place. In Group C Apeksha Patel 

stood Third. In IH English Debate in Group B Pra�ka Singh 

was First. In IH Quiz- In Group C our Quizzers Raghav 

Verma & Ashutosh Vaishtha stood First whereas Kanak 

Tewari & Ranveer Singh of Group A and Kr�ka Verma & 

Vedansh Verma of Group B came Third. Tigress Kanak 

Tewariwon the First place in IH Solo dance in Group Aand 

Kra�ka Singh of Group B and Aaradya Johari of Group C 

stood second in their respec�ve Groups. Choir was 

disappoin�ng.

Star�ng SPORTS EVENTS with IH Carom Compe��on, in 

Group B Naman Adiani & Vaibhav Prajapa� and in Group C 

Dev Omer &Raghav Verma the Boys teams embarked on 

the Second place. The Girls won the First place both in  

Group A, Ananya Yadav & Kanak Tiwari & in Group C, 

Apeksha Patel & Shreya Gupta. In Group B, Kra�ka Singh 

&Pra�ka Singh won the Second Place. 

In IH Pool Table Tiger Ketan Agarwal won the race and in 

Group B Naman Adiani bagged the Second Place. In IH 

Chess Tigers led the race in Group C for both Boys and Girls 

with Vinit Ladha and Apeksha Patel. Ashutosh Vashishtha of 

Group C stood First whereas Vedansh Verma of Group B 

was the Second Runner-up in IH Table Tennis.

In IH Badminton in Group A Ananya Yadav stood third. In 

Group B, Kra�ka Singh led the Girls whereas Vedansh 

Verma bagged the Second Place. In Group C Suyash Singh 

and Akanksha Panda were the First Runner-up. 

In IH Swimming the Enthusias�c Tigers in Group C the Boys 

were the winners and Girls Runner up. In Group A, the Girls 

stood Second whereas the Boys ranked third. In IH Lawn 

Tennis Tigers Kar�kSoni and Anurag Gupta bagged the third 

place each in their Groups B and C respec�vely. Moving on 

to the next IH Throwball event the Girls won the Second 

Posi�on. IH Football was  also not rewarding - Groups A & B 

were nil whereas Group C bagged the Third Place. In IH 

Basketball Open the Girls stood First and Boys in Group C 

were placed Third. In IH Cricket the Tigers were place 

Runners Up in both B and C Groups but Group a was not 

appeasing.

With many ups and downs Yellow Tigers scored Third Place. 

Try hard next �me!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

BY – PARAS KHETAN (HOUSE CAPTAIN)

& ARADHYA JOHRI (SPORTS CAPTAIN)

HOUSE MEMBERS

House Master  Mr Kramanshu Katiyar 

Executive  Ms Surabhi Bhatnagar

Members  MrPankaj Hari Om Singh

   Ms ShivaniChaurasia

   Mr Bhuvneshwar Singh

   Mr Rahul  Verma

   Ms Anshul Sharma

   Ms Sunita Jain

   Ms Meena Chauhan

House Captain (Little Champs) Kanak Tewari

House Captain (Senior School) Paras Khetan

SportsCaptain (Senior School) Aradhya Johri

YELLOW TIGERS ‘ENTHUSIASTIC WARRIORS’
 “The best way to predict your future is to create it”
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INTER HOUSE BONANZA
 “The key is not the will to win… everybody has that. 

It is the will to prepare to win that is important.”

he House system is of great importance to school life. 

TIts func�on is to inculcate the spirit of healthy 

compe��on among students and encourage it within 

school. ... Houses may compete with one another at sports, 

Literature, art and maybe in other ways, thus providing a 

focus for group loyalty or teamwork. 

Par�cipa�on in Inter House ac�vi�es, give students the 

chance to develop important life skills such as crea�vity, 

confidence, self-discipline, effec�ve communica�on and 

the ability to work in teams. These ac�vi�es not only help 

students to iden�fy themselves but also assist them to 

develop themselves in a desired field and also improve skills 

such as organiza�onal, presenta�on, leadership and 

interpersonal communica�on. To engage students 

effec�vely in the learning process, teachers must know, not 

only the academic abili�es of their students but also their 

interests in co-scholas�c areas.

TJIS arena pulsated with events and ac�vi�es round the 

year. The four Houses viz.  Blue Panthers, Green Leopards, 

Red Jaguars and Yellow Tigers were engaged in innumerable 

ac�vi�es in the campus and gave promising results for their 

houses.

By – Abhivyak� Johari

TJIS Cultural Head

INTER HOUSE KITE FLYING COMPETITION - 15th January, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Ali Mushir

Arav Raj Mishra

Aradhya Jain

House

Red Jaguars

Blue Panthers

Yellow Tigers

Group A

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

NamanAdiani

Siddhartha Kanojiya

Vaibhav Singh

House

Yellow Tigers

Red Jaguars

Blue Panthers

Group B

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Divyanshu Dubey

Sameer Hussain

Amaan Hussain

House

Yellow Tigers

Blue Panthers

Green Leopards

Group C
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IH EXTEMPORE COMPETITION - 12th April, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Kratika Singh 

Yukti Jaiswar

Kritika Verma

Saumya Singh

Class

7th A

8th A

7th A

7th B

Group B 

House

Yellow Tigers

Yellow Tigers

Yellow Tigers

Green Leopards

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Tanishtha Roy

Ayushi Yadav

Apeksha Patel

Class

12th S

9th A

9th A

Group C 

House

Red Jaguars

Red Jaguars

Yellow Tigers

INTER HOUSE ENGLISH DEBATE COMPETITION - 11th July, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Pratika Singh

Kopal Agarwal

Kavya Rajput

Group B 

House

Yellow Tigers

Red Jaguars

Green Leopards

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Shaurya Sharad Shukla

Mansi Manwani & 

Vartika Gaur

Abhivyakti Johari

Group C

House

Blue Panthers

Red Jaguars

Blue Panthers
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IH QUIZ COMPETITION – 29th July 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Aarav Saxena & 

Shaurya Omar

Tejaswini Pandey &

Atharva Yadav

Kanak Tewari & 

Ranveer Singh

House

Red Jaguars

Green Leopards

Yellow Tigers

Group A

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

ParthShivhare & 

Saumya Singh

Kopal Agarwal & 

Sameeksha Patel

Kritika Verma & 

VedanshVerma

House

Green Leopards

Red Jaguars

Yellow Tigers

Group B

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Raghav Verma & 

Ashutosh Vaishtha

Adarsh Patel &

Vartika Gaur

Vishnu Jaiswal & 

Satyam Kushwaha

House

Yellow Tigers

Red Jaguars

Green Leopards

Group C

IH ENGLISH CHOIR COMPETITION – 30th August, 2019

1st - Green Leopards 2nd - Red Jaguars 3rd - Blue Panthers

INTER HOUSE BONANZA
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INTER HOUSE SOLO DANCE COMPETITION – 2nd August, 2019 

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Kanak Tewari

Aishwarya Sacchan

Atharva Yadav & 

Aarav Raj Mishra

House

Yellow Tigers

Red Jaguars

Green Leopards 

& Blue Panthers

Group A

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Saumya Singh

Kratika Singh

Anshuman Tewari 

& Muskan Jotwani

House

Green Leopards

Yellow Tigers

Blue Panthers 

& Red Jaguars

Group B

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Tannishtha Roy

Aradhya Johari

Anurag Singh

House

Red Jaguars

Yellow Tigers

Blue Panthers

Group C

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Bhav Vrittant

Aditya  RajVerma

Harshita  Singh

House

Red Jaguars

Red Jaguars

Green Leopards

Group B

INTER HOUSE HINDI DEBATE COMPETITION - 7th August, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Prakhar Singh

Vineet Ladha

Tanishq Bhakuni

House

Red Jaguars

Yellow Tigers

Blue Panthers

Group C
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The winners were – 

First  -  Yash Gupta (Nursery) as a Soldier

Second  -  Abhuday Singh (U.K.G.) as Honourable 

Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi & 

Sadhya Chaudhary (L.K.G.) as Mangal 

Pandey

Third  -  Jay Singh (L.K.G.) as Pandit Jawahar Lal 

Nehru & Aaradhya Agarwal (U.K.G.) as a 

Teacher

KITE MAKING - 18th January, 2019

“Imagination is the highest kite one can fly.”

FANCY DRESS COMPETITION - 15th Feb, 2019
“Learning by Doing” 

TASTYLICIOUS - GRADES I-V : 16th Feb, 2019

“The way to entice people into cooking is 

to cook delicious things.”

NON FIRE COOKING – GRADES VI-IX 

16th Feb, 2019

"Great Cooking Favours the Prepared Hands”

 FOODIE GOODIE – AT PRE-PRIMARY 

25th February, 2019

‘A recipe has no soul; You as the cook must 

bring soul to the recipe’

 STORY TELLING AT PRE-PRIMARY 

5th April, 2019

‘The Cap Seller and the Monkeys’ 

BEST OUT OF WASTE - 20th April, 2019
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SAVE EARTH - POSTER MAKING

 20thApril, 2018 

“The Earth does not belong to Man. 

Man belongs to the Earth.”

‘MARKET VALUE DAY’ - 11th July, 2019

A Visit to the Supermarket 

TREE PLANTATION DRIVE - 22nd April, 2019

INTRA CLASS STORY WRITING - 5th July, 2019

The Winners were 

Rajat Guru (VI), Kratika Singh (VII), Anshika Nishad 

(VIII), Tanishq Bhakuni (IX) & Raghav Singh(X)

 HAPPY FRIENDSHIP DAY - 2nd August, 2019

‘True friends are hard to find, harder to 

leave & impossible to forget’

POTTERY CLAY ACTIVITY 

18th October, 2019

‘Earth is a potters playground’

 TJIS  Model United Nations (MUN) 2019 

December 12, 2019

The Results were as follows:

I.  LOK SABHA - Article 370

1.   BEST DELEGATE – Mohd Ahad

2.   HIGH ACCOMMODATION– Prakhar Chandel

 

II.   UNITED NATIONS  SECURITY COUNCIL 

 Gulf War of 1991

3.  BEST DELEGATE – Vedansh Jaiswal

4.   HIGH ACCOMMODATION –  Kratika Singh
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“WELCOME PARTY” - 4th April, 2019

“A great education begins with a 

great kindergarten experience

‘BLENDING FUN WITH LEARNING’

GREEN DAY – 22nd April, 2019

“The future will be green or not at all."

SPLISH SPLASH! POOL PARTY 

15th May, 2019

“Let’s Splish, Let’s Splash, Let’s Have Pool Fun.”

 HAPPY FRIENDSHIP DAY - 2nd August, 2019

‘True friends are hard to find, harder to leave 

& impossible to forget!’

YELLOW BONANZA - 5th July, 2019

‘Clad in Yellow, Relishing Yellow Mango Fruit,

Little Champs bloomed like

Yellow Sun flowers

under the Bright Yellow Sun’

RUBY FIESTA – RED DAY -  17th July, 2019

Red colour signifies Love and Compassion. The colour 

of love and smiles illuminated the air with energy, 

vigour and exuberance in Little Champs foyer.
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BLUE BURST – THE RHYME TIME 

22nd August, 2019

POTTERY CLAY ACTIVITY 

18th October, 2019

‘Molding the Earth into art’

 ‘Kiddies paint their mood in shades of blue’

Let the blue sky meet the blue sea and 

all is blue for a time.”

 HAPPY JANAMASHTMI - 23rd August, 2019

May Lord Krishna Shower on you, 

Blossoms of Love and Peace;

May the Divine Grace be with you, 

Now and Always…..

 हम सबका अिभमान ह� िहंदी -- भारत की शान ह� िहंदी

 KAVYANJALI – Hindi Diwas 

Hindi Recitation Competition 

13th September, 2019

WE LEARN TO BE CLEAN 

7th November, 2019

‘Hygiene is there when cleanliness is in air!’

“KITE MAKING ACTIVITY” 

14th January, 2020

‘Remember, a kite rises against, 

not with, the wind.’
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We hope that the students will expand their worldview, will learn to lead and will do great things with the co-operation of 

parents and teachers.Our challenge is to guide them without pushing; support them without carrying.

A PARENT ORIENTATION PROGRAMME 
& PRIZE DAY (2018-19)

On Saturday, 27th April, 2019

LIST OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVERS – PRE-PRIMARY – 2018-19

POSITION

Excellent Performance

Commendable Performance

Excellent Performance

Commendable Performance

Commendable Performance

Consistent Performance

Consistent Performance

Excellent Performance

Commendable Performance

Consistent Performance

Excellent Performance

Commendable Performance

Commendable Performance

GRADES

PG

PG

Nursery

Nursery

Nursery

Nursery

Nursery

LKG

LKG

LKG

UKG

UKG

UKG

NAMES OF STUDENT

Aarohi Awasthi

SukantKatheria

Yash

Vishesh Dwivedi

Rudransh Dixit

Advit Gupta

RudranshBhadauria

Jay Singh

Sarthak Chaurasia

Sadhya Chaudhary

Aaradhya Agarwal

Shubh Agarwal

Siddhi Yadav

LIST OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVERS - 2018-19

GRADES

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

XI (Sci.)

XI (Com.)

SECOND

Arjun Yadav

A.Siddharth Sarma

Krishna Trivedi 

AravRaj Mishra

Kopal Agarwal

Sameeksha Patel

Ishu Tripathi

Malika Kashyap

Divyanshu Patel

Ashmit Dwivedi

Abhay Pratap Singh

THIRD

Aastha Shukla

Anmol Shukla

Divyansh Mani 

Tiwari

Sanvi Yadav

Arnav Katiyar

Kavya Rajput 

Kartik Soni

Suryansh Garg

Mansi Manwani

PriyanshuKatiyar

Suryansh Singh

FIRST

Harsh Kumar Singh

Aarav Saxena 

Aadi Katiyar and 

Tejaswini Pandey 

Aashvi Gupta

ParnitaKatiyar

ParthShivhare

Akshat Agarwal

Shaurya Gupta

Raghav Verma 

Tannishtha Roy

Pratham Gupta 
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HAPPY BASANT PANCHAMI

10th February, 2019

 LABOUR’S  DAY  - 1st May, 2019

“Let us invoke Goddess Saraswati to bless us all

With wealth of knowledge and wisdom”

FESTIVAL OF COLOURS – HOLI

22nd March, 2019

 “Dipped in hues of love and trust has come 

the festival of Holi.”

EARTH DAY -22ndApril, 2019

“The Earth does not belong to Man. 

Man belongs to the Earth.”

‘Let’s celebrate the labour that build up this great 

land from field to field, desk to desk; 

they build it hand to hand’

MOTHER’S DAY -- 11th May, 2019

Your strength and love has guided me and 

gave me wings to fly’

‘HAPPY RAKSHABANDHAN’ 

14th August, 2019

"The best bond in the world is that 

between a brother and sister”
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“Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to success. If you love what you are doing, you will be successful."
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SRI KRISHNA JANAMASHTAMI CELEBRATIONS

24th August, 2019

Happy Diwali – 23rd October, 2019

‘As soon as Krishna-Awareness takes birth in our 

hearts, all darkness- Negativity fades away’

GANESH CHATURTHI CELEBRATIONS

2nd September, 2019

VakratundaMahakaaya, SuryakotiSamaprabha

NirvighnamKuruMey Deva, SarvaKaaryeshuSarvada

DUSSEHRA CELEBRATION

 4th October, 2019

‘Darkness Will Always Be Beaten by Light. 

Goodness will Always Defeats Evil.

‘Happiness never decreases by being shared’

CONSTITUTION DAY

26 NOVEMBER 2019

“Constitution is not a mere lawyer’s document 

it is a vehicle of life, and its spirit is always 

the spirit of age.”

MERRY CHRISTMAS 

24th December, 2019

 ‘May the season be festive and 

the laughter be contagious!’
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ANNUAL HEALTH CHECK-UP CAMP
Conducted by Smt. Meera Rani Samajik Utthan Sansthan

Under the supervision of Mr. Ajay Khanna,

The School Health Director 

“A Healthy mind resides in a healthy body.”

T
he word "health" refers to a 

state of complete emo�onal 

and physical well-being. 

Healthcare exists to help people 

maintain this op�mal state of health. 

This means that health is a resource to 

support an individual's func�on in 

wider society. A healthful lifestyle 

provides the means to lead a full life.

At The Jain Interna�onal School, 

health of the students is one of the key priori�es. Keeping in view the well-

being of the students, the school organizes Health Check-up Camp 

annually. The camp was conducted by a team of renowned doctors from 

Smt. Meera Rani Samajik U�han Sansthan under the supervision of Mr. Ajay 

Khanna, The School Health Director. The team of Doctors was as follows:

1. Dr Swa� Chauhan   : General Examina�on

2. Dr Veeresh Vishwakarma  : Dental Surgeon

 Dr Vandana Sharma

3. Dr Prakash Parimal  : Eye Specialist

4. Dr Rachna Singh & Pri� Singh : Die�cians

A health record was maintained for each student. A�er medical checkup a 

descrip�ve report for individual student was provided. The parents will be 

in�mated about the health status of their wards.

In such a busy life and polluted environment, it is very hard for everyone to 

maintain a good health and live healthy life. It needs a careful watch and 

regular medical check-up to get healthy.
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TJIS COUNSELLING CELL - LAKSHYA

“Fall seven times and stand up eight." - Japanese Proverb
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MY LIFE – MY CHOICE - MY LAKSHYA

 workshop conducted On 17th January, 

A2019 by ‘YOUR DOST’, following the vision 

put forward by ‘SKILL SAATHI’ under the 

Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship

“If you have thewill to work out your skill, then do it 

with all your will and don't kill your skill”

 Career Counsel l ing Workshop was 

AOrganized By ‘Endeavour Group’ on 31st 

July, 2019 --“Find out what you like doing 

best and get someone to pay you for doing it”

orkshop by British Council – Career 

WAbroad -  on 21st August, 2019  “Go 

confidently in the direction of dreams! 

Live the life you’ve imagined”

orkshop by The Kcolumbus – Merchant 

WNavy -  On 26th September, 2019. 

“Always go with the choice that scares 

you most, Because that’s the one which is going to 

help you grow.”

he Robotics Workshop 

Ton 28th September, 

2019. ‘The best way to 

predict the future is to invent 

it’. ‘Follow your passion and 

march ahead smartly in life – 

this is your lakshya’
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TEACHER- TAUGHT SESSIONS
Teaching is generally considered 50 % knowledge

and 50 % Interpersonal or Communication skills

“A teacher is a learner who 

nurtures oneself to flourish 

the others” -- 28th February, 

2019 By the TJIS Principal 

Advisor, Mr Amitabh Mohan

HLS WORKSHOP (LITTLE 

CHAMPS) - 23rd April, 

2019 - On ‘Growing Up 

with Smile’ and ‘Health and 

Hygiene’.

THE NEEDS OF A STUDENT 

(MIDDLE SCHOOL) – A 

WORKSHOP BY HLS - April 

24 ,  2019 –  On ‘Anger 

Management’ and ‘Peer 

Pressure’ 
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“If you can dream it, you can do it."
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INTER HOUSE CARROM COMPETITION BOYS – 9th April, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Arav Raj Mishra 

& Aadi Katiyar 

Atharv Yadav 

& Aishwary Tiwari 

Shaurya Omar 

& Suryansh Tripathi 

House

Blue Panthers

Green Leopards

Red Jaguars

Group A

Grade

V A

IV A

V A

V A 

V A

IV A

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Ayush Yadav 

& Akshat Agarwal 

Naman Adiani 

& Vaibhav Prajapati

Yash Mohan 

& Vikalp Mishra 

House

Red Jaguars

Yellow Tigers

Blue Panthers

Group B

Grade

VIII A

VIIIA

VII A

VIIIA

VIII A 

VIII A

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Yash Raj Devolia 

& Vaibhav Gupta 

Dev Omer 

& Raghav Verma 

Suryansh Singh 

& Aditya Awasthi 

House

Red Jaguars

Yellow Tigers

Blue Panthers

Group C

Grade

XII C

X B

X B

X B

XII C

XII C

INTER HOUSE POOL TABLE COMPETITION BOYS - 15th April, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Vikalp Mishra

Naman Adiani

Ayush Yadav

House

Blue Panthers

Yellow Tigers

Red Jaguars

Group B

Grade

VII B

VII A

VIII A

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Ketan Agarwal

Aryan Sehotia

Aditya Awasthi

House

Yellow Tigers 

Green Leopards

Blue Panthers

Group C

Grade

XII C

X A

XII C
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INTER HOUSE CARROM COMPETITION GIRLS – 10th April, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Ananya Yadav 

& Kanak Tiwari

Aishwarya Sachan

& Raj Nandini Awasthi 

Ananya Mishra 

& Sanvi Yadav 

House

Yellow Tigers

Red Jaguars

Blue Panthers

Group A

Grade

IV A

V A

V A

IV A

IV A

V A

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Sameeksha Patel 

& Muskan Jotwani

Kritika Singh 

& Pratika Singh 

Kavya Rajput 

& Manya Mishra 

House

Red Jaguars

Yellow Tigers

Green Leopards

Group B

Grade

VII A

VII A

VII A

VII A

VII A

VII A

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Apeksha Patel 

&Shreya Gupta

Mansi Manwani 

&Divyanshi Prajapati 

Abhivyakti Johari 

&Kritika Gupta 

House

Yellow Tigers

Red Jaguars

Blue Panthers

Group C

Grade

IX A

XII S

X A

XII C

XII C

IX A

INTER HOUSE CHESS COMPETITION BOYS- 18th April, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Parth Shivhare

Akshat Agarwal

Vikalp Mishra

House

Green Leopards

Red Jaguars

Blue Panthers

Group B

Grade

VII B

VIII B

VIIIB

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Vinit Laddha

Aditya Awasthi

Vaibhav Gupta

House

Yellow Tigers

Red Jaguars

Blue Panthers

Group C

Grade

XII S

XII C

X B
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“A successful man is one who can lay a firm foundation with the bricks that other throw at him."
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INTER HOUSE CHESS COMPETITION GIRLS - 18th April, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Kavya Rajput

Yukti Jaiswal

Sameeksha Patel

House

Green Leopards 

Blue Panthers

Red Jaguars

Group B

Grade

VII A

VIII A

VII A

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Apeksha Patel

Gunjan Saxena

Mansi Manwani

House

Yellow Tigers

Green Leopards

Red Jaguars

Group C

Grade

IX A

IX B

X A

INTER HOUSE TABLE TENNIS (BOYS) 

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Vikalp Mishra

Parth Shivhare

Vedansh Verma 

House

Blue Panthers 

Green Leopards 

Yellow Tigers

Group B - 24th April, 2019

Grade

VII B

VII B

VII B

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Ashutosh Vashishtha

Zeus Paul

Prakhar Yadav

House

Yellow Tigers

Red Jaguars

Blue Panthers

Group C - 25th April, 2019

Grade

XII S

X A

XI S

INTER HOUSE BADMINTON COMPETITION - 2nd May 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Atharv Yadav

Aadi Katiyar

Ali Mushir

House

Green Leopards

Blue Panthers

Red Jaguars

BOYS –GROUP A 

Grade

V A

IV A

IV A

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Tejaswini Pandey

Sanvi Yadav

Ananya Yadav

House

Green Leopards

Blue Panthers

Yellow Tigers

GIRLS –GROUP A 

Grade

IV A

V A

IV A
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INTER HOUSE BADMINTON COMPETITION - 3rd May, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Ambar Agarwal

Vedansh Verma

Rehan Akhtar

House

Blue Panthers

Yellow Tigers

Red Jaguars

BOYS –GROUP B

Grade

VI A

VIIB

VIII A

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Kratika Singh

Shreya Rajbhar

Ayushi Gautam

House

Yellow Tigers

Red Jaguars

Blue Panthers

GIRLS –GROUP B

Grade

VII B

VII B

VII B

INTER HOUSE BADMINTON COMPETITION - 5th May, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Aditya Awasthi

Suyash Singh

Suryansh Omar

House

Blue Panthers

Yellow Tigers

Red Jaguars

BOYS –GROUP C

Grade

VI A

VIIB

VIII A

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Mansi Manwani

Akanksha Panda

Priyanka Yadav

House

Red Jaguars

Yellow Tigers

Green Leopards

GIRLS –GROUP C

Grade

X A

IX B

IX B

INTER HOUSE LAWN TENNIS COMPETITION – BOYS - 16th July, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Ayush Yadav

Vikalp Mishra

Kartik Soni

House

Red Jaguars

Blue Panthers

Yellow Tigers

GROUP B

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Name

Arihant Singh Gurjar

Shubh Tewari

Anurag Gupta

House

Blue Panthers

Green Leopards

Yellow Tigers

GROUP C

Sports Bonanza
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“In order to succeed, we must first believe that we can."
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INTER HOUSE SWIMMING COMPETITION 

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Girls

Red Jaguars

Yellow Tigers

Green Leopards 

& Blue Panthers  

Boys

Blue Panthers

Green Leopards

Yellow Tigers

Group A - 12th July, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Girls

Green Leopards

Red Jaguars

Blue Panthers

Boys

Blue Panthers

Red Jaguars

Green Leopards

Group B - 15th July, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Girls

Yellow Tigers

Red Jaguars

Green Leopards

Boys

Red Jaguars

Yellow Tigers

Blue Panthers

Group C - 15th July, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

House

Green Leopards

Yellow Tigers 

Red Jaguars 

IH THROW BALL – GIRLS 

18th July, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

House

Red Jaguars

Blue Panthers

Green Leopards

IH VOLLEYBALL COMPETITION – BOYS 

19thJuly, 2019
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Position

1st

2nd

3rd

House

Blue Panthers

Green Leopards

Red Jaguars

INTER HOUSE FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT

GROUP - A - 30th July, 2019 

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

House

Red Jaguars

Green Leopards

Blue Panthers

GROUP - B - 1st August, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

House

Red Jaguars

Green Leopards

Yellow Tigers

GROUP - C - 1st August, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

House

Yellow Tigers

Red Jaguars

Green Leopards

IH BASKET BALL COMPETITION

GIRLS OPEN - 26th August, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

House

Blue Panthers

Red Jaguars

Green Leopards

BOYS GROUP - B - 27th August, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

House

Red Jaguars

Blue Panthers

Yellow Tigers

BOYS GROUP - C - 28th August, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

House

Green Leopards

Yellow Tigers

Blue Panthers

INTER HOUSE CRICKET TOURNAMENT

GROUP A - 3rd November, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

House

Blue Panthers

Green Leopards

Red Jaguars

GROUP B - 4th November, 2019

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

House

Red Jaguars

Yellow Tigers  

Blue Panthers

GROUP C - 5th November, 2019

Sports Bonanza
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...the Cosmos
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G R A N D F I N A L E O F 

VOICE OF KANPUR
AT TJIS, KANPUR, 2019 on Sunday, 1st December, 2019

VOK 1 – KEENJAL SRIVASTAVA VOK 2 – VAIBHAV GUPTA

I
f you are an enthusias�c 

learner we welcome you, if you are a 

confident pop we extend our arms to 

you, if you know to showcase your latent abili�es we put a 

red carpet, if you want to step ahead we would aid you reach 

the summit. The Jain Interna�onal School organized its Annual 

Cultural Fest to offer to the City of Kanpur a day full of delecta�ons 

on Sunday, 1st December, 2019 with 'Esperanza The Cosmos 2019' 

and 'The Grand Finale of Voice of Kanpur'.

The shimmering and enthralling day was shown with the presence of 

the dignified members of Shrinathji Group of Ins�tu�ons and other 

eminent guests.

Honourable Shri Indra Mohan Rohtagi ji presided over the 

func�on as the Chief Guest. The Judges for The Voice of 

Kanpur were the great Music Maestros Dr Amit 

Singh, Mr Gopal Sharma and Mr Vikas 

Bha�.
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G R A N D F I N A L E O F 

VOICE OF KANPUR
AT TJIS, KANPUR, 2019 on Sunday, 1st December, 2019
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“Don't be distracted by criticism; it is a step towards success."
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70th REPUBLIC DAY – LET'S SALUTE THE 

NATION  On 26th January,2019

GRADUATION CEREMONY OF GRADES 

U.K.G. AND V -27th March, 2019

‘A great event is one when we learn to celebrate together and enjoy our differences’

‘Being Indian is our identity however; being 

republican is our country's identity’ 

‘PARIKSHA PAR CHARCHA’

 ‘CELEBRATE EXAMS’ – 29th January, 2019 

 Pariksha Ki Baat PM Ke Saath

BLESSING CEREMONY–Grades X & XII - 16th February, 2019

“If education is the road that each one of us walks 

upon then blessings and guidance are the trees of the 

path that make the walk a soothing one”

Graduation – a time for reflection, a time for 

goodbyes, for memories recalled and for a bright new 

world – waiting there… yours for the taking!

‘SPIC MACAY’ 

Have Every Child Experience the Inspiration and 

Mysticism. Embodied in Indian and World Heritage - 

25th April, 2019



73rd INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS

15th August, 2019

HAPPY TEACHERS DAY 

5th September, 2019

‘Our flag does not fly high because the wind moves it. 

It flies high with the last breath of each soldier who 

died protecting it.’

GRANDPARENTS DAY CELEBRATIONS 

31st August, 2019

“Nobody can do for little children what grandparents 

do. Grandparents sort of sprinkle stardust over the 

lives of little children”

Merry Christmas 

24th December, 2019

“A good teacher can inspire hope, ignite the 

imagination and instil a love for learning

HAPPY CHILDREN’S DAY 

14th November, 2019

‘We all share the desire for the wellbeing of our 

children’

T H E J A I N I N T E R N A T I O N A L S C H O O L

“The secret of success is to do the common thing uncommonly well."

2019-20Endeavour
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PRIVILEGED OCCASIONS



OPEN ROLLER-SKATING COMPETITION 

AND STUNT SHOW

At B.K.S. Bachpan Academy, Swaroop Nagar, Kanpur, 

On 19th & 20th January, 2019 Winners: Aarav 

Saxena, Kartik Singh and Yuvraj Singh – 1 Silver each 

Divyansh Mani Tiwari – 1 Bronze

EPOCH OLYMPIAD FOUNDATION 

Manya Mishra (NAO) and Akshat Agarwal (NAO) 

were awarded Merit Certificates and Trophies

EPOCH OLYMPIAD FOUNDATION 

Aarav Saxena(NAO, NTST & NMO), Akshat and  

Siddharth Sarma(NTST & NMO) received Merit 

Certificates and Trophies

T H E J A I N I N T E R N A T I O N A L S C H O O L

“You know you are on the road to success if you would do your job, and not be paid for it."
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SUPERSTARS AT TJIS, KANPUR

 “The function of education is to teach one to think intensively and critically;

Intelligence plus character is the goal of true education.”

2019-20Endeavour

INTERSCHOOL ACCOLADES

‘BRAINIAC BRAIN BOOSTER 

EXAMINATION’ (LEVEL – 1) 

Yash, Vishesh Dwivedi, Adwit Gupta, Rudransh Dixit, 

Sarthak Chaurasia, Jay Singh, Aaradhya Agrawal, 

Abhyuday Singh, Apar Singh Tomar and Shubh 

Agarwal qualified for the 2nd level 

SCIENCE OLYMPIAD FOUNDATION (SOF) 

Aishi Singh and Raghav Verma of Class IX won Gold 

Medals each 

NSO & IMO

Parth Shivhare qualified for the 2nd level of NSO and 

IMO
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“The driving force inside you, once unleashed, can make your dream a reality."
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INTERSCHOOL ACCOLADES

OPEN INTER SCHOOL SWIMMING MEET At BRAINOBRAIN WONDERKID 2019 

State Level Interschool Competition

Hosted by Allen House, Panki - 11th May, 2019

Boys / Girls Overall First Runner Up, Girls Overall 

First Runner Up. Overall 36 medals - 11 Gold, 11 

Silver and 14 Bronze.

Harsh Kumar Singh of Class IV -- Gold Topper

Aarav Gupta of Class I – Gold Topper

Devansh Pandey Class I – Silver Topper

CHAMPIONSHIP

Shreya Rajbhar (U-17) won THE INDIVIDUAL 

CHAMPIONSHIP 

Shivangi  Rajbhar(  U – 19)  won Indiv idual 

Championship

COMFEST 

Shaurya Sharad Shukla at COMFEST – Ist  in Verbal 

Brickbats and 2nd in Tale Awry

TEE SPLASH

At Harmony – Tanya Gupta won the Third place at Tee 

Splash
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TJIS Unsurpassed

“The secret to success is to know something nobody else knows."
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KSS INTERSCHOOL LUMINARIES

‘Excellence is the gradual result of always striving to do better’

KSS ART COMPETITION (GROUP A)  

Yashaswi Omar of Class II won the Consolation Prize

NATIONAL SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIP

Shreya Rajbhar, Saumya Singh, Manya Mishra, 

Harshita Singh, AkankshaPanda ,ShivangiRajbhar, 

Anjali Bhojwani, Kalpana Raikwar and Aishwarya 

Sachan qualified for the Nationals.

KSS SWIMMING MEET -  27th July, 2019

TJIS - Runner Up -- With Overall 34 Medals - 12 Gold, 

13 Silver and 09 Bronze. Individual Champions - Girls: 

U-12 – Aishwarya Sacchan, U-16 – Shreya Rajbhar, 

U- 19 – Shivangi Rajbhar, Overall Boys and Girls – 

Runner Up, Overall Girls – First Runner Up, Overall 

Boys – Second Runner Up

CBSE EAST ZONE ARCHERY TOURNAMENT

TJIS, Kanpur Bagged Overall 29 Medals - I Gold, 13 

Silver and 15 Bronze Medals

KSS STORY TELLING COMPETITION

Kanak Tewari of Class V Bagged the Consolation Prize

INTER SCHOOL GOLF PUTTING 

CHAMPIONSHIP 2019-20

Rajul Rastogi  - U 14- Gold Medal

Siddhartha Kanojiya  - U14 - Silver Medal

Devanshu Krishna  - U17 - Bronze Medal
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“I failed my way to success."
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TJIS Unsurpassed

CBSE EAST ZONE ARCHERY CHAMPIONSHIP

Kopal Agarwal, Kartik Soni and Animesh Gupta 

qual if ied for the CBSE East Zone Archery 

Championship

KSS HINDI DEBATE COMPETITION 2019

Shaurya Sharad Shukla of Class XI and Ayushi Yadav 

of Class IX won Overall 2nd Runners Up 

KSS SKATING TOURNAMENT 2019

TJIS OVERALL CHAMPIONS - BOYS

CBSE EAST ZONE ROLLER 

SKATING COMPETITION 

Sankalp Pathak won Bronze Medals in both 300m 

and 400m

KSS BASKET BALL TOURNAMENT 

TJIS Runners Up 

9th Kanpur CBSE Archery Championship

Boys Team won the Second Runner Up Position.

Kopal Agarwal of Class VI won the Best player Award.
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“I never dreamed about success, I worked for it."
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“I cannot say goodbye to those whom I have grown to love,

For the memories we have made will last a lifetime,  

and will never know a goodbye.”

This special, scintillating, enthralling and elating party was organized was to bid Class XII adieu and good luck 

for their future endeavours

‘A FAREWELL TO FAIR WELL IN LIFE’ 

To Class XII

On Saturday, 2rd February, 2019

At TJIS, Kanpur

Ms TJIS - Sanskriti Purwar and 

Mr TJIS - Divyanshu Raj

‘HASTA-LA-VISTA-THE BENEDICTION’
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VOICE OF TJIS

What words play to a poet, what colours give to a canvas,

What music gives to a percussionist, with that same voice a singer is blessed!

‘Music is soul to the universe,

Voice of TJIS – The Mega Musical Event
Heartbeat of TJIS

The budding Vocalists who qualified for the Final Round were:

GROUP A : Rajnandini Awasthi, Aarav Raj Mishra, Tejaswini Pandey, 

Ranveer Singh and Aarav Saxena

GROUP B : Ayaan Siddiqui, Yukti Jaiswal, Harsh Srivastava, Kopal 

Agarwal and Harshita Singh

GROUP C : Shaurya Sharad Shukla, Anya Pal, Ayush Pal, Yashraj 

Devolia and Akanksha Panda

SEMI FINAL – VOICE OF TJIS – HINDI – 9th August, 2019

The following melodious singers qualified for the Final round

GROUP A - Kanak Tewari, Aarav Mishra, Tavish Mehrotra and 

Yuvraj Singh

GROUP B - Shivantika Gupta, Aayan Siddiqui, Riya Kalra and 

Saumya Singh

GROUP C- Aastha Patel, Gunjan Saxena, Akanksha Panda and 

Aanya Patel

SEMI FINAL – VOICE OF TJIS – ENGLISH – 7th September, 2019

The results were as follows:

GRAND FINALE – VOICE OF TJIS -  11th October, 2019

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE SILVER TONED EUPHONIOUS SINGERS!!!

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Group A

Kanak Tewari

Aarav Raj Mishra

TavishMehrotra

Group B

Aayan Siddiqui

Shivantika Gupta

Riya Kalra

VOICE OF TJIS - ENGLISH

House

Gunjan Saxena

Akanksha Panda

Aanya Pal

Position

1st

2nd

3rd

Group A

Aarav Raj Mishra

Rajnandini Awasthi

Ranveer Singh

Group B

Harsh Srivastava

Aayan Siddiqui

Harshita Singh

VOICE OF TJIS - HINDI

House

Shaurya S. Shukla

Akanksha Panda

Aanya Pal
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‘Service above Self’ is not without rewards; 

It is the topmost priority atTJIS and is the best way of inculcating values of life in our youngsters

Earn your success based on service to others, not at the expense of others

Service Above Self

A VISIT TO SWARAJ VRIDHASHRAM - AN OLD AGE HOME

On 30th September,2019 - To commemorate ‘The International Day of Older Persons’. The best way to find 

yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others’

Swacchata Hi Seva – 1st October, 2019 ‘Cleanliness is next to Godliness’
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On Saturday, 10th August, 2019

‘EXOTICA’ – The Exhibition – 2019

imed at showcasing a plethora of 

Ainteresting and varied subjects from 

culture and tradit ion to the 

environment, Languages, Social Studies, 

Science, Art and Technology, The Jain 

International School, Kanpur organized 

‘EXOTICA’ - The Exhibition-2019 in which 

students participated with vigour and 

enthusiasm. The projects were presented 

subject wise by all the classes from PG to XII 

and exhibits took on various forms ranging 

from working models, innovative information 

charts and Power Point Presentations. Robot 

War and Chandrayaan 2 were a center of 

attraction. The exhibition served as a 

showcase for the expansive student work and 

the impressive repertoire of curricular 

interests and activities. 
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Learning should be a joy and full of excitement

The magic of a field trip is not just the subject. It's the break in routine 

and the adventure that opens up children's minds to new things

EXCURSIONS

 A Visit to The Super Market -  11th July, 2019

A visit to the ISKCON Temple - 19th August, 2019

 A Visit to The Parle G Factory - 20th August, 2019
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A Visit to The Swaraj Vradha Ashram 

30th September, 2019

A visit to the Adventure Park 

The Flying Elephant 

22nd October, 2019

A Visit to the Gurudwara 

8th November, 2019

A Visit to International Art Youth Festival 

at CSJM University, Kanpur 

19th November, 2019

A Visit to the Zoo 

10th December, 2019

A Visit to the Church 

19th December, 2019

EXCURSIONS
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THE POWER OF MUSIC

I think music in itself is healing," American musician Billy 

“Joel once said. "It's an explosive expression of humanity. 

It's something we are all touched by. No matter what 

culture we're from, everyone loves music whether by listening 

to it, singing, or playing an instrument. In schools music is not 

only an enjoyable subject, but a subject that can enrich 

students’ lives and education. Students who have early 

musical training will develop the areas of the brain related to 

language and reasoning. The left side of the brain is better 

developed with music, and songs can help imprint information 

on young minds. Learning music promotes craftsmanship, and 

students learn to want to create good work instead of 

mediocre work. This desire can be applied to all subjects of 

study. Students who practice with musical instruments can 

improve their hand-eye coordination. Just like playing sports, 

children can develop motor skills when playing music.

Music is the fabric of our society, and music can shape abilities 

and character. Students in band or orchestra are less likely to 

abuse substances over their lifetime. Musical education can 

greatly contribute to children’s intellectual development as 

well.

Many musical education programs require teamwork as part 

of a band or orchestra. In these groups, students will learn how 

to work together and build camaraderie. Performing a musical 

piece can bring fear and anxiety. Doing so teaches kids how to 

take risks and deal with fear, which will help them become 

successful and reach their potential. With encouragement 

from teachers and parents, students playing a musical 

instrument can build pride and confidence. Musical education 

is also likely to develop better communication for students.

MUSIC - THE PASSION AT TJIS
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TECK-NOW-TEENS

CREATIVE COMPUTERS

I think each and every one of us know about the evolution of computers. 

It is one of the most useful machines ever created by humans. The 

invention of the computer was just the beginning of the ever-increasing 

thirst for knowledge. I guess, even the inventor of the computer mustn't 

have realized the potential that this machine would have. Today, almost all 

of our work is done by some or the other computing machine. Computers 

are enhancing technological growth at a rapid rate. Nevertheless, how 

much ever we know about this super machine, is less. Mentioned below are 

a few of the little-known computer facts.

• Bill Gates, the founder of Microsoft was a college drop out. Bill Gates 

house was designed using a Macintosh Computer.

• The first computer mouse was made with wood in 1964 by Doug 

Engelbart. 

• 30,000 websites are hacked every day.

• The Dirty Dozen was the name of a group of 12 engineers who developed the first IBM computer.

• The first electro mechanical computer was made/developed in 1939.

• ENIAC was the first electronic computer which weighed around 27 tons and 

took up space around 1800square feet.

• I hope you are aware about viruses but do you know; more than 6 thousand 

viruses are made every month to fool us.

• Microsoft Windows is not an original name; the first original name was 

‘Interface Manager’ which was changed later.

• More than 80% of the sent mails are spam on a daily term.

• In 1980, the first hard disk was made to cover only 1GB of data and it was 

priced/rated of $40,000 means forty thousand dollars and it weighed 550 

pounds.

• 00000000, this was the password for the computer controls of nuclear 

missiles of the US for total 8 years.

• In 2012 survey, more than 17 billion devices were connected to the 

Internet.

• Around 1 million new domains are in the way to be registered in next month 

and this happens every month.

• Only about 10% of the world's currency is physical money, the rest only 

exists on computers

• HP, Microsoft and Apple have one very interesting thing in common – they 

were all started in a garage.

By - Abhivyakti Johari

Class XII C

This is the Monitor,

Our work we can see;

This is the Mouse,

It doesn’t eat cheese;

This is the Keyboard,

With numbers and letters on 

the Keys;

These are the Headphones,

Be careful please.

This is the C.P.U.,

Its brain we will use today;

Put all these parts together,

Get ready it is time to Play.

By Aaradhya Agarwal

Class I A

THIS IS THE 

COMPUTER
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TECK-NOW-TEENS

ith the development and widespread use of 

Wtechnology, there arose a need to distinguish 

between the right and wrong ways of harnessing it. 

Increased accessibility to information had its advantages but 

unauthorized access was a threat to data security. 

Communication became faster. Important messages could span 

huge distances within seconds but so could rumours. 

Advancements in technology redefined accessibility. The line 

between the good and bad use of technology blurred and there 

was a need to establish a code of ethics for its users. Realizing this 

need, the Computer Ethics Institute came up with The Ten 

Commandments of Computer Ethics in 1992. Dr. Ramon C. 

Barquin, for the first time presented these commandments as a 

part of his research paper. Their intent was to address the gray 

area between the ethical and unethical use of computer 

technology

1.  Thou shalt not use a computer to harm other people.

2.  Thou shalt not interfere with other people's computer work.

3.  Thou shalt not snoop around in other people's files.

4.  Thou shalt not use a computer to steal.

5.  Thou shalt not use a computer to bear false witness.

6.  Thou shalt not use or copy software for which you have not 

paid.

7.  Thou shalt not use other people's computer resources 

without authorization.

8.  Thou shalt not appropriate other people's intellectual 

output.

9.  Thou shalt think about the social consequences of the 

program you write.

10.  Thou shalt use a computer in ways that show consideration 

and respect.

By Aarav Raj Mishra

Class V A

10 COMMANDMENTS OF 
COMPUTER ETHICS

Dear Computer, how I love you

Since the happy day I found you.

Very often you are frightening

At the same time, quite enlightening, 

But staring at your screen all day

Has turned my hair a shade of grey.

I cannot live my life without you; 

You've won my heart, I never doubt you, 

But writing poetry all the day

Could drive my favourite friends away.

Your search is always educational

So, surfing the net seems very sensible.

In a million ways you win my praise...

You are inspirational and indispensable.

Dear Computer, how I love you

Since the happy day I found you!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

By Aarav Saxena

Class III A

COMPUTER, 

I LOVE YOU!!!
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VIGYAN-O-PEDIA

BLACK HOLE

B
lack hole is a region of space-time exhibiting such 

strong gravitational effects that nothing—not even 

particles and radiation such as light—can escape 

from inside it. The theory of general relativity predicts that a 

sufficiently compact mass can deform space-time to form a 

black hole. The boundary of the region from which no 

escape is possible is called the event horizon. Although the 

event horizon has an enormous effect on the fate and 

circumstances of an object crossing it, no locally detectable 

features appear to be observed. 

In many ways, a black hole acts like an ideal black body, as it 

reflects no light. Moreover, quantum field theory in curved 

space-time predicts that event horizons emit Hawking 

radiation, with the same spectrum as a black body of a 

temperature inversely proportional to its mass. This 

temperature is on the order of billionths of a kelvin for black 

holes of stellar mass, making it essentially impossible to 

observe.

Objects whose gravitational fields are too strong for light to 

escape were first considered in the 18th century by John 

Michell and Pierre-Simon Laplace. The first modern solution 

of general relativity that would characterize a black hole was 

found by Karl Schwarzschild in 1916, although its 

interpretation as a region of space from which nothing can 

escape was first published by David Finkelstein in 1958. 

Black holes were long considered a mathematical curiosity; 

it was during the 1960s that theoretical work showed they 

were a generic prediction of general relativity. The discovery 

of neutron stars by Jocelyn Bell Burnell in 1967 sparked 

interest in gravitationally collapsed compact objects as a 

possible astrophysical reality.

Black holes of stellar mass are expected to form when very 

massive stars collapse at the end of their life cycle. After a 

black hole has formed, it can continue to grow by absorbing 

mass from its surroundings. By absorbing other stars and 

merging with other black holes, supermassive black holes of 

millions of solar masses (M⊙) may form. There is general 

consensus that supermassive black holes exist in the centers 

of most galaxies.

By Kratika Singh 

Class VII B

1. Babies have around 100 bones extra than adults.

2. An egg looks like a crazy jellyfish underwater.

3. You can prove Pythagoras Theorem with fluid.

4. Popping your knuckles isn’t necessarily bad for you.

5. A single solar flare can release the equivalent 

energy of millions of 100 – megaton atomic bombs.

6.  Cats always land on their feet, thanks to physics.

7. You be better off surviving a grenade on land rather 

than underwater.

8. The Earth appears to have a whole new 

underground continent called Zealandia.

9. Your appendix might not be a useless organ after all.

10. The world largest fidget spinner is 100 microns 

wide.

11. The moon once had an atmosphere.

By Aditya Shivhare                   

Class – 10 A

Some Amazing Science Facts
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VIGYAN-O-PEDIA

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT PHYSICS

Being in a school, most of us have 

dreaded the studies and one 

s u b j e c t  w h i c h  i s  h i g h l y 

dangerous in level of understanding is 

Physics. Being one of the science 

subjects which has lots of numbers 

involved in it simply seemed like a 

monster made of two things many 

don’t really l ike- Science and 

Numbers. But many of you don’t 

know that there is breed of people who 

have their life career based on this subject.

I mean even though we all don’t understand 

many of the scientific jokes of Sheldon, Leonard, Raj 

and Howard, but these physicists have their own geeky 

charm which we adore. But before you are off watching The 

Big Bang Theory, here are some cool interesting facts about 

Physics which might change the way you perceive this 

complicated subject.

1.  The Meaning of Physics

 It’s interesting to know that the literal meaning of word 

“Physics” is taken from Greek saying “knowledge of nature”. 

It is one of the oldest fields of science which dates back to 

650 BC which was discovered by Greeks.

2. GPS works on Physics formula

 The modern day applications like GPS which literally shows 

us the right paths of life is based on a physics formula of 
2E=mc . The satellite navigation systems are related to 

geostationary satellites to pinpoint the locations and data 

exchange using radio waves. So the theory of relativity helps 

in proper working of GPS. 

3. Space Travellers become kinda Younger due to Relativity

 This must interest all the ladies out there! The astronauts 

who are at International Space Station experience the time 

slowly since both velocity and gravity have an effect on the 

speed of time. This is why astronauts kind of look younger to 

us.

4. The Science of “Dead Sea”

The nature’s way of proving that physics is cool is shown in a 

way of Dead Sea which is one such marvel. 

Known for its density because of presence 

of salt in this sea, a person can easily float 

in the water without drowning. So, you 

don’t have to be swimmer to enjoy 

the Dead Sea.

5. It is all dark out there

Can you believe that everything we 

see in this universe is only 5% of the 

whole universe. The rest of things are 

simply dark energy and dark matter. 

This makes us feel so insignificant now!

By Rishu Tripathi 

Class X A

1.The largest cell in the human body is the female egg 

and the smallest is the male sperm.

2. The brain is much more active at night than during the 

day.

3. During your lifetime, you will produce enough saliva 

to fill two swimming pools.

4. Your nose can remember 50,000 different scents.

5. Women's hearts beat faster than men's.

6. Your eyes are always the same size from birth (but 

your nose and ears never stop growing).

7. On any given day, sexual intercourse takes place 120 

million times on earth.

8. The brain itself cannot feel pain. 

9. The largest internal organ is the small intestine.

10. Sneezes regularly exceed 100 mph & nerve 

impulses to and from the brain travel as fast as 170 

miles per hour.

11. It takes 17 muscles to smile and 43 to frown

By. Suryaansh 

Class IX B

Do You Know ?
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VIGYAN-O-PEDIA

DID YOU KNOW

1. Light waves don’t always move in 

straight lines:

It is generally believed that light 

waves only move in straight lines. 

However, as per the recent research 

in 2010 using computer controlled 

hologram, it has been proved that 

light, too, can get twisted into knots. 

According to the study, when light 

passes through the hologram, it 

twists into different shapes, producing multiple knots.

2. Unbelievable hydrogen energy:

It is estimated that Sun burns around 620 million metric tons 

of hydrogen/second into 616 million metric tons of helium. 

Out of this total volume, around 4 million tons of mass 

enters the solar system. Furthermore, only about 3.6 

pounds of the mass reaches our earth. Had even 1 percent of 

the energy produced out of fusion reached us, what would 

have been the scenario?

3. Human radiations:

As per the recent studies and discoveries in the field of 

Physics, a nude human body constantly radiates around 

1000 watts of heat and absorbs about 900 watts. However, 

once the person covers his body with clothes, the outflow of 

the heat flux reduces considerably due to the exterior 

barrier. The amount of heat outflow from the human body is 

more than enough in lightning up a 100-watt bulb for some 

time.

4. Anti-gravity movement:

Water can easily run against the gravitational pull when 

moving up narrow pipes. The process is described as 

‘Capillary Action’. Water moves up in the narrow spaces 

without any assistance and against the gravitational force. 

This ability of the liquid proves that gravitational force can’t 

control the movement of every matter present on earth. At 

times, other forces (Surface tension, in this case) can defeat 

it.

5. Viscous fluids can flow at high speeds:

It is generally believed that viscous 

fluids can’t flow fast enough like 

water – a liquid with reduced viscous 

level. However, some scientists went 

on to prove that fluids like “Ketchup” 

can attain high speeds, too, if 

constantly sheered over a period of 

time till they attain momentum. 

Once thrust is achieved, the viscous 

forces dwindle down considerably 

and free movement is observed.

By Manya Mishra

Class VII A

1. Fluorine gas is so reactive that it can ignite 

anything it touches.

2. The metals made up of lithium are so soft that it 

can cut with a knife.

3. Uranium is most famous application was its use in 

nuclear bomb in World War 2.

4. Things made up of gallium when dipped or used in 

hot things get melted.

5. Nickel name means ‘Devil Green’ and it adds green 

colour to glass.

6. Radon cause lung cancer and is often found in 

granite bed rock.

7. Astatine, an extremely rare element which stays 

only for 8.3 hrs.

8. Cobalt helps creating the strongest magnets in the 

world.

9. Caesium is one of the most reactive elements 

exploding violently in water.

10.  Rhodium is one of the shiniest elements in the 

periodic element.                                                                   

   By –Tarang Gautam

    Class – 10 A

Know How - Periodic Table Element
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CREATIVE INSTINCTS

‘THE ROAD NOT TAKEN’ BY ROBERT FROST

A thought-provoking poem 

in today’s pretext This 

poem deals with that big 

noble question of “How to make a 

difference in the world?” On first 

reading, it tells us that the choice 

one makes really does matter, 

ending: “I took the one less travelled 

by, / And that has made all the 

difference.”

A closer reading reveals that the 

lonely choice that was made earlier 

by our traveling narrator maybe 

wasn’t all that significant since both 

roads were pretty much the same anyway (“Had warn them 

really about the same”) and it is only in the remembering and 

retelling that it made a difference. We are left to ponder if 

the narrator had instead travelled down “The Road Not 

Taken” might it have also made a difference as well. In a 

sense, “The Road Not Taken” tears apart the traditional view 

of individualism, which hinges on the importance of choice, 

as in the case of democracy in general (choosing a 

candidate), as well as various constitutional freedoms: 

choice of religion, choice of words (freedom of speech), 

choice of group (freedom of assembly), and choice of source 

of information (freedom of press). 

For example, we might imagine a young man choosing 

between being a carpenter or a banker later seeing great 

significance in his choice to be a banker, but in fact there was 

not much in his original decision at all other than a passing 

fancy. 

In this, we see the universality of human beings: the roads 

leading to carpenter and banker being basically the same 

and the carpenter and bankers at the end of them—seeming 

like individuals who made significant choices—really being 

just part of the collective of the human race.

Then is this poem not about the question “How to make a 

difference in the world?” The ending is the most clear and 

striking part. If nothing else, readers are left with the 

impression that our narrator, who commands beautiful 

verse, profound imagery, and time 

itself (“ages and ages hence”) puts 

va lue on str iv ing to make a 

d i f f e r e n c e .  T h e  s t r i v i n g  i s 

reconstituted and complicated here 

in reflection, but our hero wants to 

make a difference and so should we. 

That is why this is a great poem, 

from a basic or close reading 

perspective.

BY: RISHU TRIPATHI 

CLASS X A

She seems to be a little bit shy 

But if she gets wings, she can fly really high;

She may appear to be a little bit weak

But believe she can turn into wide and streak;

If we compare nowadays and older days the girls were 

said to sit at home and do household work. But 

nowadays girls are becoming engineers, doctors etc. 

So why do some people only want boys. Yes, I agree 

that girls are delicate; we have to care of them a lot. 

So what, some time boys get a lot of pampering and 

they start misbehaving with their parents. At that 

time parents understand the value of a girl in a house 

and they start thinking and saying that I wish I had a 

daughter who could support me and make me feel 

proud. And if we talk about Jhansi, that city was saved 

by Rani Laxmi Bai, a queen, a female not a king and 

now it is known because of her. 

So, for saving girl child in India our Indian government 

has started a mission with the slogan, “Save Girl 

Child”. This is an awareness campaign to save girl 

child by ensuring the safety & crimes against girl child, 

especially female feticide and gender inequality. One 

should never underestimate the power of a girl.

BY: SAUMYA SINGH 

CLASS VII B

SAVE GIRL CHILD
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CREATIVE INSTINCTS

DILIGENCE IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS

Being a leader means that you try your hardest to 

help others and participate in helping your 

community. ... To me leadership means to help 

younger kids and older kids and set a good example for 

everyone I think leadership is when someone treats 

someone better than they would treat themselves.

The true leader is someone who earns respect through his 

rightful actions and mass following without any 

dictatorship. He inspires others to follow his footsteps and 

become the guiding light for the humanity. The great leader 

is someone who carries the torch of wisdom and enlightens 

the society thereby leading people to the path of progress 

and growth. 

Besides, the true meaning of leadership is having the 

requisite ability to enable people want to follow you while 

being under no compulsion as such to do so. Leaders are 

those people who set certain benchmarks and try to 

achieve those benchmarks by allowing people to judge 

them according to their actions and endeavours. 

The goals are set and all might is put towards achieving 

those goals, but without compromising with the ethics and 

morals – this is the true mark of a great leader.

BY: AASHVI GUPTA

CLASS IV A

LEADERSHIP

There can't be any shortcut to success. Years of 

dedication, devotion and consistency bring the real 

success.

Big achievements and comprehensive victories are always 

the result of Diligence and intelligence. Decision making 

also plays the vital role for the same.

Zeal and passion for the work create the Midas touch. Right 

and positive approach towards your destination does the 

magic. I do believe that we can achieve anything and 

everything with the right combination of all this stuff.

All the successful personalities had been passing through 

very tough phase somewhere in their lives, but they 

emerged victorious because they trusted on themselves. To 

conclude, Perseverance and Diligence are the key to 

success 

BY: HARSHITA SINGH 

CLASS VIII  A
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CREATIVE INSTINCTS

FRIENDSHIP

Hi friends,

If you have got one true friend, you are rich.

If you have got two, you are a billionaire.

If you say, you have more; you know nothing about 

friendship.

Well, you may not agree. But good friends are rare.

Friends are, I believe, God’s priceless gifts to us. 

But valuing, cherishing, nurturing, and maintaining 

friendship is the way we say “thank you” for what has been 

gifted to us.

Friendship primarily is a relationship. It is based on love, 

acceptance, and mutual respect.

That means you love not to get something out of your 

friend, but to give the best you have.

That means you accept your friend with all his goodness 

and shortcomings as well.

Beyond all this it is a relationship that seeks to honour your 

friend and never take him for granted.

Friendship again is an investment. It takes time to build 

good friendships.

You need to invest quality time with your friend on a regular 

basis.

Social media can help; but is never a substitute for face to 

face interaction.

Time that you get in your school and college days will never 

come back.

So, utilize that to the maximum to build a solid foundation 

so that after graduation when you move out for work,

You still have a huge deposit of memories, of conversations, 

and of good things you did together.

Friendship can also be a reflection. 

A good friend is a mirror that reflects who you truly are.

It does not hide what is ugly, what is marred, and what is 

lacking in you.

It speaks truth.

In the words of King Solomon, “Wounds from a friend can 

be trusted; but an enemy multiplies kisses.” 

Friendship, finally, is a bridge-building exercise.

Not always will you find your friend at his best.

Not always will you find him meeting your demands on his 

time, talent, or resources.

There will be times when he misunderstands you.

But one thing I have learned to do in those tough times is to 

think of the best things he has been to me.

It is in those challenging times that I deliberately focus on 

the kindnesses he has shown me in the past.

And then my heart warms up again.

Within no time I take the initiative to make a call and talk.

And it is good old times back again.

Life is too short.

If God has given you good friends, thank God for them.

Value them, cherish them, be loyal to them, and above all, 

remember them in your daily prayers.

If you are yet to create good friendships, choose them 

carefully.

Charm can be deceptive; beauty fleeting; handsomeness 

can turn ugly when you get close; and smiling faces can be 

masks whose paint washes off in the first rain.

So be warned; choose your friends carefully.

For a friend can build you up strong like a stone fortress or 

give you a massive pull down a black hole.

Finally, let me conclude by saying that a good friend brings 

out the best in you.

He does not yield to your stories of defeat and despair.

Instead he motivates you to be the best God wanted you to 

be.

So thank God for your friend who holds your true to your 

purpose in life.

BY: ARNAV KATIYAR

CLASS VI A
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CREATIVE INSTINCTS

THE ‘REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE’ WASTE HIERARCHY

Dear Readers,

You all must have heard of something called the “Waste 

Hierarchy”. It is the order of priority of actions to be taken to 

reduce the amount of waste generated, and to improve 

overall waste management processes and programs. The 

waste hierarchy consists of 3 R’s as follows:

1) Reduce            2) Reuse             3) Recycle

This waste hierarchy is the guidance suggested for creating 

a sustainable life. You might be wondering as to how can 

you incorporate these principles in your daily life. They 

are not hard to implement. All you need is to 

bring a small change in your daily lifestyle 

to reduce waste so that less amount of it 

goes to the landfill that can reduce 

your carbon footprint.

“The three R’s – reduce, reuse and 

recycle – all help to cut down on 

the amount of waste we throw 

away. They conserve natural 

resources, landfill space and 

energy. Plus, the three R’s save land 

and money communities must use to 

dispose of waste in landfills. Siting a 

new landfill has become difficult and 

more expensive due to environmental 

regulations and public opposition.

By refusing to buy items that you don’t need, reusing items 

more than once and disposing the items that are no longer 

in use at appropriate recycling centres, you can contribute 

towards a healthier planet.

The First ‘R’ – Reduce

The concept of reducing what is produced and what is 

consumed is essential to the waste hierarchy. The logic 

behind it is simple to understand – if there is less waste, 

then there is less to recycle or reuse. The process of 

reducing begins with an examination of what you are using, 

and what it is used for. There are three simple steps to 

assessing the reduction value of an item or process –

1) Is there something else that can be used for this 

purpose? Using multi-use items is essential to 

beginning reduction. 

2) Is this something that needs to be done? A lot of our 

waste material comes from items that are considered 

to be “disposable.” 

3) Is the item a part of something that you need to do, or 

want to do in your life? Always make sure that what you 

consume, or keep in your life as preparation – matches 

the reality of potential opportunity in your life.

The Second ‘R’ – Reuse

Learning to reuse items, or re-purpose them for a use 

different then what they are intended for is essential in 

waste hierarchy.

You may either reuse those items for your 

own use or donate so that others can 

use them. You can reuse below items 

like:

Apart from this, you can build a 

compost bin and reuse many 

waste items like used tea bags. 

The waste then degrades and 

turns into compost that help your 

plants grow and shine.

The Third ‘R’ – Recycling

The last stage of the waste hierarchy is 

to recycle. To recycle something means that 

it will be transformed again into a raw material 

that can be shaped into a new item. There are very few 

materials on the earth that cannot be recycled. One of the 

issues facing communities that want to become more 

involved with a recycling effort is that while the relying 

collection and sorting process may be affordable to 

implement, there still has to be a facility to receive and 

transform the discarded waste into a raw material. More 

progress is being made toward uniting recycling plants with 

industries that can process the waste material through 

agreements and incentive credits.

SO, REDUCE, REUSE AND RECYCLE AND SAVE THE 

EARTH

BY: SHIVANGI RAJBHAR

CLASS X B
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I LOVE MY INDIA 

1. India is a big country. 

D i f fe re nt  k i n d s  of 

people live here. Yet, all 

of them are Indians.

2. India has various kinds 

of landforms.

3. The people of India are special too. Even though 

people living in different parts of India are different 

in many ways, they live together in peace, as one big 

family. 

4. There are many Indians whose work makes them 

known all over the world.

5. Many kinds of languages are spoken in India. Hindi 

and English are the two main languages used by the 

people.

6. Different parts of India have different kinds of food, 

clothes, languages, songs and dances.

7. Some national symbols have been chosen to 

represent India.

8. I love my country India.

BY: SIDDHARTH SARMA

CLASS  II A

MONTY AND HIS DREAM

Once upon a time, there lived a small boy called Monty. He 

always heard of stories about astronauts, space and 

spaceships from his teachers. He wanted to go to space and 

explore it.

One day, Monty shared his dream with his friends. But, all of 

them laughed at him. They made fun of him.  His sister said, 

“It is not an easy task! You have very big dreams! Forget about 

flying high and reaching the moon!”

He decided to discuss his dream with his father. His father 

said, “I can see that you have big dreams. To achieve 

something big, you need to put in a lot of hard work and 

remain focused. You must stay focused on your dream.”

Monty understood that one should not give one’s dreams, 

even if one gets laughed at. He was encouraged to make his 

dreams come true. From that day onwards, he worked 

harder. He too his studies seriously and kept goal in mind.

Today, Monty has become an astronaut. Monty’s father is 

very happy at his son’s achievement.

Always remember: “WHERE THERE IS A WILL, THERE IS A 

WAY”

BY: TEJASWINI PANDEY 

CLASS IV A

This topic has been almost argued 

since the education started back 

in 19th century back in those 

days education was thought to be 

necessary only for males and females 

they were considered to be someone 

who only work around the house, look 

after the children and husband. This has 

changed drastically since, now days 

more and more gir ls are getting 

educated.

In the present context, co –education is the more popular 

system of education than single gender education. Co-

Education was first introduced in Western Europe, when 

certain protestant urged that the girls as well as boys should 

be taught together.

Now at present scenario there are more C-ed Schools, the 

students of all genders study in the same 

classrooms. 

According to my view co-education is 

better for every student. It removes 

shyness, fear and feels confident.

As this is corporate world one has to be 

able to work with people of different 

gender, culture traditions, and family 

background in every aspect. The 

students whose study in co-education 

can adjust in social environment much better than the 

students who studied in only Boys or Girl’s school or college 

hence it proves that to go higher in life co-education is said 

to be a better platform for education.

BY –KRISHNANSHU GUPTA

CLASS X-B

CO-EDUCATION IS BETTER THAN SINGLE GENDER EDUCATION
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he proprietor of a coffee shop had been busy all 

Tday. Being Saturday, it was very crowded and the 

customers were just unending. He had been on his 

toes since morning and in the evening, he felt a splitting 

headache surfacing. As the clock ticked away, his 

headache worsened. Unable to bear it, he stepped out of 

the shop leaving his staff to look after the sales.

He walked across the street to the Chemist, to buy himself 

a painkiller to relieve his headache. He swallowed the pill 

and felt relieved. He knew that in a few minutes he would 

feel better. 

As he strolled out of the shop, he casually asked the 

salesgirl, "Where is Mr Sharma (the Chemist)? 

He's not at the cash counter today!" 

The girl replied, "Sir, Mr Sharma had a splitting headache 

and said he was going across to the coffee shop. 

He said a cup of hot coffee would relieve him of his 

headache."

The man's mouth went dry and he mumbled, "Oh! I see."

This is a typical case of looking outside ourselves for 

something that we have within us.

How strange but true!

The chemist relieves his headache by drinking coffee and 

the coffee shop owner finds relief in a pain-relieving pill!

A man hunts across the lengths and breadths of the 

universe to find peace. 

Eventually he finds it in his heart and realizes that peace is 

really a state of mind!!

BY: RIYA KALRA

CLASS VI A

COFFEE AND CHEMIST

Holistic Development is described as a way of 

activating the entire brain as students acquire 

new information. The goal is to provide young 

children with experiences that allow them to develop 

both hemispheres of their brain. Activities with holistic 

development support four main areas:

1. Cognitive

2. Language

3. Physical

4. Social-Emotional

Early Experiences Are a Must

Students must have early experiences so their brains 

develop, allowing them to retain new information. 

Stimulation brought on through the five senses 

encourages a child's brain 

t o  a c t u a l l y  m a k e 

c o n n e c t i o n s  a n d 

develop. Neurons, 

or cells that carry 

a n d  t r a n s m i t 

impulses, in a child's 

brain actually grow!

More experiences = more 

neural connections

With the holistic approach 

you are reaching each 

section of a child's brain, 

allowing these neurons to 

m u l t i p l y  t h ro u g h  v a r i o u s 

experiences.

Take a look at exactly what skills and concepts are related 

to each main area of development. The image provided 

shares a brief overview of information for each area.

BY: RIYA KALRA

CLASS VI A

WHAT IS HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT 

IN CHILDREN?
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IMPORTANCE OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION FOR THE WOMEN IN INDIA

Higher education makes a vital contribution to 

sustainable development through the generation 

and dissemination of knowledge. The under-

representation of women in higher education management 

is well documented and serves to demonstrate that the pool 

of managerial talent within each country is not optimally 

utilized. Current practices of recruitment and promotion 

require urgent investigation in order to understand the 

barriers to women’s progress and to identify strategies to 

bring about a fairer gender balance based on professional 

equality. Women managers working in diverse socio-

cultural and geographical contexts analyse the obstacles 

which they have faced and overcome during their careers. 

Four principal themes emerge: the general participation of 

women in education; the extent of their involvement in 

higher education management, including impediments to 

their advancement; the development of strategies to 

surmount these career limitations; and the particular 

contribution of women to the management of higher 

education. 

As the 21st century approaches, women graduates face 

exciting perspectives. Increasingly, they will be strongly 

urged to assume their rightful place in the decision-making 

process - both in the systems and institutions of higher 

education and also in the various professions for which they 

have studied. As this dual role is of the greatest importance 

for society, women merit strong encouragement in these 

endeavours.

 In spite of advances, women have made in many areas of 

public life in the past two decades, in the area of higher 

education management they are still a long way from 

participating on the same footing as men. With hardly an 

exception the global picture is one of men outnumbering 

women at about five to one at middle management level and 

at about twenty or more to one at senior management level. 

Women deans and professors are a minority group and 

women vice-chancellors and presidents are still a rarity. 

Access to education is a telling indicator of women’s status 

in a given society. Cultural perceptions of the roles which 

women are expected to fill are reflected in the extent to 

which women participate in formal education and the type 

of education to which they have access. In seeking to explain 

the under-representation of women in higher education 

management we turn first to consider the equity in 

participation of girls or women in education, to reflect on the 

reasons for this phenomenon and to highlight its adverse 

consequences. Primary level education is now widely 

available in all of the countries studied and opportunities for 

secondary and higher education are increasing. Women’s 

entry into higher education and employment came via the 

nurturing professions; nursing and teaching, towards the 

end of the last century, largely as a result of the efforts of 

social reformers to improve the lot of widows and other 

marginalised women. Gandhi affirmed the importance of 

education for women but this did little to change 

entrenched social attitudes. The barrier to education for 

women -in India was the persistent belief that women 

should not deign to take paid employment although 

voluntary work was acceptable. 

Economic factors in more recent times have broken down 

the Journal of Education and Practice resistance to women 

working to supplement family incomes and today women 

are well represented in many occupations. However, access 

‘To educate your women first and leave them to themselves, 

they will tell you what reforms are necessary’- Swami Vivekananda.
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IMPORTANCE OF ENGLISH

to higher education is often restricted for girls who live in 

rural areas or in towns without colleges or universities. This 

overview of the participation of women in higher education 

shows that women are benefitting from the expansion of 

educational opportunity and in some countries like the 

United States, Canada, the Caribbean, Finland and France 

have equalled or overtaken men in terms of their proportion 

of gross enrolments. 

Women offer immense potential to contribute to the skills 

base of their countries and in many places represent a sadly 

under-utilised resource. It may be that those governments 

who have been slow to respond to discrimination against 

women in education may be swayed by arguments which 

emphasise the benefits to the country as a whole in 

developing the human resource potential that women 

represent. Improving access to higher education requires 

the legislative back-up to support changes in cultural 

attitude. Formal requirements for gender balance in the 

provision of financial assistance and scholarships have 

proved effective in increasing the participation of women in 

higher education. 

Women education in India has been a major preoccupation 

of both the government and civil society as educated 

women can play a very important role in the development of 

the country. One cannot neglect the importance of 

education in reference to women empowerment in India is 

poised to become a developed country by 2020. 

BY: MS NARGIS KAPOOR

     PGT ENGLISH

English- A Globally Adopted Language

E
n g l i s h  i s  t h e  L a n g u a ge  of  In te r n at i o n a l 

Communication. It has been observed that it may 

not be the most spoken language in the world, but it 

is the official language of 53 countries and spoken by around 

400 million people across the globe. Being able to speak 

English is not just about being able to communicate with 

native English speakers, it is the most common second 

language in the world. If you want to speak to someone from 

another country then the chances are that you will both be 

speaking English to do this. The British Council projects that 

by 2020 two billion people in the world will be studying 

English. Learning English is important as it enables you to 

communicate easily with your fellow global citizens.

English- the Language of Business

English is the dominant business language and it has 

become almost a necessity for people to speak English if 

they are to enter a global workforce. Research from all over 

the world shows that cross-border business communication 

is most often conducted in English and many international 

companies expect employees to be fluent in English. Global 

companies such as Airbus, Daimler-Chrysler, Fast Retailing, 

Nokia, Renault, Samsung, SAP, Technicolor, and Microsoft in 

Beijing, have mandated English as their official corporate 

language. In addition, in 2010 the company Rakuten, a 

Japanese cross between Amazon and eBay, made it 

mandatory for their 7,100 Japanese employees to be able to 

speak English.

The importance of learning English in the international 

marketplace cannot be understated - learning English really 

can change your life.

BY: TANISSTHA ROY

 CLASS XII S
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Mother’s love!!

What is a mother’s love?

It is something which is very special,

It is something that no one can really explain,

It is something which is made up of deep devotion, joy and pain.

It is endless and unselfish and it endures whatever may come,

It is a mixture of hopes, dreams,pleasures and tears too some.

Nothing can ever destroy it or take that special love away,

It is the best relation of love and forgiveness I must really say.

BY: PRATIKA SINGH

CLASS VII B

Colours

 My skin is kind of sort of brownish, 

 Pinkish, yellowish white,

 My eyes are greyish, bluish green,

But I told them they look orange in the night,

My hair is reddish, blondish brown,

But it’s silver when it’s wet,

And all the colours I’m inside 

Have not been invented yet.

   BY: AISHWARY TEWARI

CLASS V A

Dignity

You get dignity,

When you stop thinking wrong;

When you do what you learn right, 

 You can live dignified;

When you live a lifestyle that 

Matches your vision,

You can get dignity

When you have good thoughts,

In your heart and mind.

BY : SHAURYA OMAR

CLASS V A

Leave Exam Fear

Listen, oh my dear! leave exam fear,

Work hard and feel confident,

Give it your heart and God will see the rest;

In any situation never leave you cheer

No one does best always in exam 

Mistakes do occur in reality real 

They give us training to always do better

Never lose your heart and don’t shatter

Learn from your mistakes and improvise

You will thus become more and more wise 

People will admire and success will come near

Listen Oh my dear leave exam fear

Work hard and feel confident 

Give it your best and God will see the rest 

In any situation never leave your cheer.

Nothing is certain in ever changing life

Only good exam will never suffice 

Problems don’t declare their sudden arrival

Strength is needed for a peaceful survival 

Practical learning is equally essential

It brings out your real potential

Opportunity lies in so many spheres

Listen Oh my dear leave exam fear

Work hard and feel confident

Give it your best and God will see the rest 

In any situation never leave your cheer ….

BY: HARSHIT RAJPUT

 CLASS XII-S
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Mother’s Day

Maa'sDay!

I was just born, when I first saw you.

It was your arms who first held me, I knew!

Those were your eyes, where I first saw universe.

It was a Nine-month pain which was then inverse!

The happiness in your eyes which made you cry.

It was the first time when I saw water that were pearls 

from your eyes.

I landed on your hands which act as my land.

Oh Mom! I saw my whole world in you at the time when I 

completed the month 9th;

And then after crying a lot the first word which I carved 

was the word MAA.

BY: VEDANSH JAISWAL

CLASS XII S

I Love My India!!!

This is my India, 

The huge land of diversity, 

The emblem of unity and purity; 

Where people live with clarity, 

I love my India. 

Where lies love and pity, 

With equality and true sympathy; 

Where we believe in peace

And combat warfare; 

Where soldier and leader never dies, 

But for their great Mother land, they sacrifice. 

Where every state and its people contribute

For Incredible India to be produced.

This is my India. 

In happiness or sorrow, our fortitude does not splinter. 

In the sea of true perception, superstitions shatter. 

The great Himalayas are the crown, 

They bear a wall for every frown;

This is my India as great as ocean, 

This is my India as calm as water, 

This is my India  as passionate as fire, 

This is my India as strong as ‘EVER’!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Proud to be an Indian! Jai Hind!

BY ANANT AWASTHI

CLASS VI A

My Superhero, My Dad

His arms help me reach

The things I cannot touch;

He helps me soar and leap and bound

And never touch the ground.

He never looks for praises,

He's never one to boast;

He just goes on without applauses,

For those he loves the most.

His dreams are seldom spoken,

His wants are very few,

And most of the time his worries

Will go unspoken, too.

He's there...a firm foundation

Through all our storms of life;

To embraceour family organization,

In times of stress and strife.

A true friend we can turn to

When times are good or bad;

One of our greatest blessings,

The man that we call DAD.

And even when I’m all grown up

I know that I’ll be glad

That I had my own superhero

My best friend,MY DAD.

BY: SAUMYA SINGH

CLASS VII B
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Wise Mother

You don’t talk a lot, Mom;

“I Love You” is pretty rare,

But when I need mothering,

You are always there. 

I can always count on you, Mom,

To do what’s good and right.

To see your wisdom and might,

We rarely have to fight. 

You are strong yet gentle enough

To be the perfect Mom;

If I could search the whole world mother,

I wouldn’t pick any other. 

BY: KARTIK SINGH

CLASS III A

A Solution!!!
When you see litter in the streets,

And the air smells foul

When you feel it’s all piling up

What you can do?

Remember there’s a solution…

There is something each of us can do,

To keep the rivers clean,

To keep fresh the air we breathe,

And keep the woods green.

Help clean the river banks,

Or recycle bottles and cans;

Learn about the 3 R’s,

Reduce, Reuse and Recycle plans.

It doesn’t have to be a lot,

If we each just do our share,

To take some time for ‘Mother Earth’

To show her that you care.

BY: YUKTI JAISWAR

CLASS VIII A

My Grandmother

Her looks are nothing special, 

Her face reveals her age, 

Her body shows some wear and tear, 

And her drive is not the same

Too often her memory fails,

And she loses things she claims.

One minute she knows what she plans,

And the next it may just need more attention span.

She tries hard to avoid the mirror,

There are things that would cause a tremor.

The things she used to do with ease,

Can now cause aches and freeze.

She always comparesher older self

To those of her younger delves,

And she knowsshe’s wasting too much time.

Missing who she used to be thine.

But the thing that really fills me with joy

Is, despite what people see or say,

She is still the same with endless love,

That is increasing day by day.

Her soul can still feel sympathy,

And longs for forgiveness and empathy,

And there are times its light shines boldly through,

To forgive and let past conflicts strew.

So maybe to some she looks ugly and old,

I'm still quite aware of her beauty uphold,

And her value should not be dismissed,

For she has much more to the world to give,

MUCH MORE TO THE WORLD TO GIVE………………. 

MUCH MORE TO THE WORLD TO GIVE……………….

BY: AYUSHI YADAV

CLASS IX A
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The importance of 

parents in life is 

depended on our 

samskaras and thinking. 

P a r e n t s  p l a y  t h e 

important role in our 

development. They play important role in our mental, 

physical, social, financial and career development. 

They help us in our every step of life. Parents are the 

most precious gift of God to humans. When we are 

happy, they are happy when we are sad, they are sad. 

In a time of mistakes, they are like our teachers. 

Parents live for us. They are real God and our first 

teacher. They knew everything about us what we like, 

dislike and our common habits. They knew what 

disturbs us and what kind of mental attitude we have. 

That’s why I think parent’s involvement is important 

in child’s education. So, we should never let our 

parents sad, we should always share our problems 

with them. They always help us when we were young 

so, we should also help them when they will be old. 

BY: PRATIKA SINGH

VII B

Mobile : Curse Or Boon

Mobiles have become an important part of our 

daily life. But these days they are becoming 

piercing thorns in our existence. In the past few 

years since the advent of these so called smart phones have 

honestly made us dumb.

Let’s take an example of our reasoning and imaginative 

capacities – How long it has been since anyone of us thought 

of an idea on our own? I think it has been a long time since 

we never bothered about this. Even writing debates we are 

fully depended on our smart phones. Sometimes when we 

are troubled is some vocabulary, don’t we quickly access on 

our smart gadget rather than scrolling our dictionary. 

And it’s not just that, it has numbed our thought processes. It 

has also reduced the time we spend with our family. We 

have lost touch with our grandparents. Our daily life has 

been a train wreck after mobile phones. 

We quarrel and scuffle with our siblings for a petty gadget 

that does nothing but spins off our intellect and time into 

waste. It has created a huge distance from our relations 

which were quite near to us in the past. But now we are 

merely connected with them online.

BY: MOHD AAYAN

CLASS VI 

Make Your Future Habits Easy

hile researching Atomic Habits, I came across a 

Wstory that immediately struck me with its 

simplicity and power. It was the story of Oswald 

Nuckols, an IT developer from Natchez, Mississippi, and his 

simple strategy for making future habits easy.

Nuckols refers to the approach as “resetting the room.”

For instance, when he finishes watching television, he places 

the remote back on the TV stand, arranges the pillows on the 

couch, and folds the blanket. When he leaves his car, he 

throws any trash away. Whenever he takes a shower, he 

wipes down the toilet while the shower is warming up. (As he 

notes, the “perfect time to clean the toilet is right before you 

wash yourself in the shower anyway.”)

This might sound like he's just “cleaning up” but there is a key 

insight that makes his approach different. The purpose of 

resetting each room is not simply to clean up after the last 

action, but to prepare for the next action.

“When I walk into a room everything is in its right place”, 

Nuckols wrote. “because I do this every day in every room, 

stuff always stays in good shape.”

“People think I work hard but I’m actually really lazy. I’m just 

proactively lazy. It gives you so much time back.”

BY: MRITUNJAY PANDEY

CLASS IX B

Importance of Parents
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Incomplete Knowledge

Importance of Discipline in Student’s Life

Di s c i p l i n e  i s  t h e  m o s t 

i m p o r t a n t  t h i n g  i n 

everyone’s life. Without 

discipline one cannot live a happy life. 

It is the act of living life following some 

rules and regulations. Discipline is 

everything which we do in the right 

way in right time. It leads us on the 

right path. We all follow various types 

of discipline in our daily lives. There are 

many examples like we wake up in the 

early morning, drink a glass of water, 

go to washroom to get fresh, do brush 

our teeth, take bath, take breakfast, go 

to school in uniform at right time, etc. 

all are discipline.

Discipline is highly valuable in our 

every walk of life. We have to follow it 

all time whether we are in the school, 

home, office, institutions, factory, 

playground, battlefield or other places. 

It is the most important necessity of 

the happy and peaceful life. It gives us 

lots of great opportunity, right way to 

go ahead, to learn new things in life, to 

experiences more within less time, etc. 

and grow. Whereas, lack of discipline 

cause lots of confusion and disorders. 

Indiscipline gives no peace and 

progress in the life instead creates lots 

of problem.

Discipline is following the orders of 

our elders, superior officers, teachers 

and parents who lead us towards 

success. We need to follow rules, obey 

orders and behave well in orderly 

manner.  We shou ld  va lue  the 

importance of discipline in our daily 

lives. People, who are not disciplined 

in their lives; face lots of problems and 

get disappointments.

BY: Mrs. RITA YADAV

TGT, SOCIAL SCIENCE

Knowledge is said to be food for our brain. A brain 

with knowledge is always active. Knowledge 

should be attained at any cost. But a little 

knowledge, though better than no knowledge, is always 

dangerous.

A person with little knowledge lives in a false world. A 

person with shallow attainments parades his knowledge. He 

thinks himself to be knowing all and he also develops the 

characteristics that nobody knows more than him. He treats 

others with little respect.

An empty vessel makes much noise.

He is not ready to listen to others but speaks about himself 

only. He tries to attain wonderful results from his little 

knowledge. But it is not possible, and he causes harm . For 

example a man with a little knowledge in medicine or 

surgery may kill his patients. He thinks he is perfect in his 

field and tries to handle cases he is incapable of handling. 

This makes him even more dangerous for the poor patient. 

Another harm is economic. For example, suppose a person 

thinks that he is very good at business, and he can run any 

type of business. The results are contrary to it. 

In a nutshell, the false belief of knowing everything brings 

about total ruin for him.

True knowledge is true power. It never drives a person. 

Though little knowledge is not dangerous in itself, yet the 

results it may bring, are really dangerous. 

It is not shameful to be with little knowledge but pretending 

and acting likewise is highly dangerous to a great extent.

BY- KRISHNANSHU GUPTA

CLASS X-B
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 "Success is walking from failure to failure with no loss of enthusiasm."
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MINDFUL MUSINGS

UNIQUE VILLAGES IN INDIA

1. SHANI SHIGNAPUR, MAHARASHTRA

In the entire village all houses are without doors. Even no 

Police Station; no thefts.

2. SHETPHAL, MAHARASHTRA

Villagers have SNAKES in every family as their members. 

3. HIWARE BAZAR, MAHARASHTRA

The Richest village in India - 60 Millionaires. No one is poor 

and highest GDP.

4. PUNSARI, GUJARAT

The most modern village - all houses with CCTV & WI-FI. All 

street lights are Solar Powered.

5. JAMBUR, GUJARAT

All villagers look like Africans but are Indians; nicknamed as 

African Village. 

6. KULDHARA, RAJASTHAN

Haunted village - No one lives there. All Houses are 

abandoned. 

7. KODINHI, KERALA

Village of TWINS - More than 400 Twins. 

8. MATTUR, KARNATAKA

Village with 100% people speaking SANSKRITin their 

normal day to day conversation. 

9. BARWAAN KALA, BIHAR

Village of Bachelors - No marriage for last 50 years.

10. MAWLYNNONG, MEGHALAYA

The cleanest village in Asia - also, with an amazing balancing 

huge rock on a tiny rock.

11. RONGDOI, ASSAM

As per villagers’ beliefs, Frogs are married to get RAINS. 

12. KORLAI VILLAGE, RAIGAD, MAHARASHTRA

The only village speaking Portuguese language.

BY: ADITYA PANDEY

CLASS V A

The most important goals in life are personal tranquillity and peace of mind, yet 

these objectives are very hard to attain so if you are trying to live by someone else’s 

rules this is why you must be yourself and do exactly what you love in order to have 

a fulfilling and Liberating life.

       This is an important concept to realize because you will never please yourself if you are 

constantly trying to please other people instead. You need to stand up for what you believe 

in and show the world the beauty of what makes you unique.

        In order to be yourself you must grow a backbone and have thick skin. No one knows 

what makes you truly need to be happy other than yourself.

BY: KRITIKA VERMA 

CLASS VII A 

Be Yourself
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 "Someone is sitting in the shade today because someone planted a tree a long time ago." 
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LAUGHTER FACTORY

1. Johnny: Teacher, would you 

punish me for something I didn’t 

do?

 Teacher: Of course not.

 Johnny: Good, because I didn’t do 

my homework.

2. Te a c h e r :  Ramu ,  name one 

important thing we have today 

that we didn't have ten years ago.

 Ramu: Me!

3. Teacher: What a pair of strange 

socks you are wearing, one is 

green and one is blue with red 

spots!

 Ramu: Yes it's really strange. I've 

got another pair of the same at 

home.

4. Teacher: Shamu, go to the map 

and find North America.

 Shamu: Here it is!

 Teacher: Correct. Now, Ramu, 

who discovered America?

 Ramu: Shamu!

5. Teacher: Ramu, your composition 

on "My Dog" is exactly the same 

as your brother's. Did u copy his?

 Ramu: No, teacher, it's the same 

dog!

6. Teacher: whoever answers my 

next question, can go home. One 

boy throws his bag out the 

window. Teacher: who just threw 

that?! Boy: Me! I’m going home 

now.

7. Teacher: How old is your father.

 Sunny: As old as I am.

 Teacher: How is it possible?

 Sunny: He became father only 

after I was born. [1st Rank]

8. Teacher: "If I gave you 2 cats and 

another 2 cats and another 2, how 

many would you have?"

 Johnny: “Seven."

 Teacher: "No, listen carefully... If I 

gave you two cats, and another 

two cats and another two, how 

many would you have?"

 Johnny: “Seven."

 Teacher: "Let me put it to you 

differently. If I gave you two 

apples, and another two apples 

and another two, how many 

would you have?"

 Johnny: “Six."

 Teacher: "Good. Now if I gave you 

two cats, and another two cats 

and another two, how many 

would you have?"

 Johnny: “Seven!"

 Teacher: "Johnny, where in the 

heck do you get seven from?!"

 Johnny: "Because I've already got 

one cat at home"

9. Teacher asked the students to tell 

the importance of the year 1809.

 John stood up and said, “Abraham 

Lincoln was born”.

 Then teacher again asked the 

students to tell the importance of 

another year 1819

 Then Sam suddenly stood up and 

said “Abraham Lincoln was ten 

years old”!

 Teacher: Which one is closer, Sun 

or Africa? 

 Johnny: Sun 

 Teacher: Why? 

 Johnny: We can see the sun all the 

time, but can’t see Africa.

10. A man talking to God:

 The man: “God, how long is a 

million years?”

 God: “To me, it’s about a minute.”

 The man: “God, how much is a 

million dollars?”

 God: “To me it’s a penny.”

 The man: “God, may I have a 

penny?”

 God : “Wait a minute.”

11. A little girl came home from 

school and said to her mother, 

“Mommy, today in school I was 

punished for something that I 

didn’t do.”

 The mother exclaimed, “But that’s 

terrible! I’m going to have a talk 

with your teacher about this … by 

the way, what was it that you 

didn’t do?”

 The l i t t le  g ir l  repl ied,  “My 

homework.”

12. Mother: “Why did you get so less 

marks in that test?”

 Junior: “Because of absence.”

 Mother: “You mean you were 

absent on the day of the test?”

 Junior: “No, but the kid who sits 

next to me was.”

BY:

Aditya Pandey - Class I 

Adev Patel - Class I 

Varad Pratap Singh - Class II 

Tavish Mehrotra – Class II



esearchers set out to test whether bees could do 

Rmath, building on a ground-breaking finding that 

bees understand the concept of zero. The new study 

shows bees can be taught to recognize colours as symbolic 

representations for addition and subtraction, and use this 

information to solve arithmetic problems. Researchers have 

found bees can do basic mathematics, in a discovery that 

expands our understanding of the relationship between 

brain size and brain power.

A school for bees? How the honeybees were trained

The experiment, conducted by PhD researcher Scarlett 

Howard in the Bio Inspired Digital Sensing-Lab (BIDS-Lab) 

at RMIT, involved training individual honeybees to visit a Y-

shaped maze.

The bees received a reward of sugar water when they made 

a correct choice in the maze, and received a bitter-tasting 

quinine solution if the choice was incorrect. Honeybees will 

go back to a place if the location provides a good source of 

food, so the bees returned repeatedly to the experimental 

set-up to collect nutrition and continue learning.

When a bee flew into the entrance of the maze they would 

see a set of elements, between 1 to 5 shapes. The shapes 

were either blue, which meant the bee had to add, or yellow, 

which meant the bee had to subtract. After viewing the 

initial number, the bee would fly through a hole into a 

decision chamber where it could choose to fly to the left or 

right side of the maze.

One side had an incorrect solution to the problem and the 

other side had the correct solution of either plus or minus 

one. The correct answer was changed randomly throughout 

the experiment to avoid bees learning to visit just one side of 

the maze.

At the beginning of the experiment, bees made random 

choices until they could work out how to solve the problem. 

Eventually, over 100 learning trials that took 4 to 7 hours, 

bees learned that blue meant +1, while yellow meant -1. The 

bees could then apply the rules to new numbers. Scarlett 

Howard said the ability to do basic maths has been vital in 

the flourishing of human societies historically, with evidence 

that the Egyptians and Babylonians used arithmetic around 

2000BC.

"These days, we learn as children that a plus symbol means 

you need to add two or more quantities, while a minus 

symbol means you subtract," she said.

"Our findings show that the complex understanding of 

maths symbols as a language is something that many brains 

can probably achieve, and helps explain how many human 

cultures independently developed numeracy skills."

By Mr Janak Pal Singh Rathore

TGT, Mathematics

T H E J A I N I N T E R N A T I O N A L S C H O O L

“Opportunities don't happen. You create them."
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MATHS MAGICA

Importance of Maths
athematics is one of the most useful and 

Mfascinating aspect of human knowledge. It 

occupies an important place in our 

curriculum. This has been there since ages.  It is an 

undeniable fact that Mathematics has important place 

in life, in business, in offices, in industries and wherever 

the work is conducted on scientific line.

Mathematics has a practical role to play. No work in the 

society can be conducted without the application of 

Mathematics. “Just as a peacock is the most beautiful 

bird so is Mathematics, the most beautiful of the 

sciences”. In the ancient ages mathematics was such an 

important and interesting subject. Can we, in this 

modern age do without Mathematics?

Mathematics is fun! Stop Fear, Mathematics is dear if 

you are near.

M       -     Memory A        -     Attention

T        -     Test  H       -      Hard work

E        -     Enthusiasm M       -     Mental power

A        -    Accuracy T         -   Talent

I         -    Intelligence C        -    Cleverness

S        -     Success

By Mrs Shalini Mishra 

PRT, Mathematics

ife is like Maths. Add friends, Subtract enemies, 

LMultiply happiness, Divide sorrows. Confusions are 

complex numbers. Brothers and Sisters are rational 

numbers. Children are co-ordinates. Job is a straight line. 

Now in geometry, Love is the centre of  circle, Love is 

circumference. Beloved is diameter. Money is radius. This is 

the proof. That life is only Maths! Maths! Maths!

By Mr Kramanshu Katiyar

TGT, Mathematics

BEES CAN DO BASIC ARITHMETIC

Maths And Life
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We don’t remember days, we remember moments
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XII C

XII S1

Class Memories
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The greatest treasures are those invisible to the eyes but felt by the heart
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Class Memories

XII S2

XII S3
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We didn’t realize we were making memories; we were just having fun
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Class Memories

XII S4

We thought controlling

our laughter in a class full of 

pin-drop silence was the most 

challenging thing to do .

Little did we realize that 

controlling our tears on the 

last day of college would 

be a million times harder.

Those we love don’t go away,

They walk beside us

EVERYDAY!!!!!

Unseen, unheard, but always near,

Still loved, still missed,

And VERY DEAR
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"Try not to become a person of success, but rather try to become a person of value." 
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ELITE TJIS FAMILY
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"Once you choose hope, anything's possible." 
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Flight of Fantasy
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